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For those who want to get started.



PrefaeI an't think of a more exiting way to ome to grips with fores,mass, aeleration, veloity, and Newton's seond law of motion(F = ma) than by building a model roket, �guring out how highit will go with di�erent engines, delays, and payloads, and thenshooting it o� and heking the results against your alulations.That's where this pamphlet omes in. It is pretty straight forwardto get started with the alulations and even re�ne them to thepoint of aurately prediting results. We'll start o� with a simplealulation and see what it has to say. One we get this under ourbelts, we'll add in orretions for air resistane (drag), non-onstantthrust pro�les, dereasing mass due to spent propellant, and eventouh on multistage alulations.As for atually designing and building a model roket it is mypleasure to refer you to the lassi Handbook of Model Roketry byStine and Stine.AudieneThe intended audiene is a middle shool student who is inter-ested enough in mathematis, physis, and/or spreadsheets to takea look at the material without being intimidated. Ideally, the stu-dent will have been exposed to Newton's laws, be omfortable withalgebra, and be supported by a parent, teaher, or mentor om-fortable enough with the material to present it, answer, and posequestions to failitate omprehension.Indeed, on one end of the spetrum is a 5th-grader workingthough the �rst hapter with a mentor to understand the basiphysis of motion and how simple algebra brings a quantitativeunderstanding of the world. On the other end is a lone 9th-graderlooking for an interesting roket siene projet and needing a quikintrodution to the basi theory. Or perhaps, a high shool physisstudent who doesn't quite get how Newton's laws work, and wants
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to see an in-depth, detailed example of them in ation. Yet anotherreader might be the middle or high shool teaher looking for a setof interesting problems to present to eager young minds.My hope is that for all these readers, this material presentsan interesting appliation of Newton's laws, simple algebra, andautomated alulation via spreadsheet, tied up into a projet thatis fun, interesting, hallenging, rewarding, and open ended.AknowledgmentsIt is my pleasure to thank Keith Pakard who invited me intothe marvelous world of roketry, and provided (and ontinues toprovide) an abundane of opportunities for pratiing model rok-etry though the Oregon Roketry (www.oregonroketry.om) andNorthwest Roketry (roketsnw.om) assoiations.In addition I'd like to thank Natasha Dudley-Busik and JaneKenney-Norberg of Oregon Episopal Shool for introduing thebasi physis onepts to the 5th grade lasses, and Ellie for herenthusiasm and for working through the material with me.I'd also like to thank Dan Clark for enouraging me to makethis available, the swift feedbak that helped me improve the ma-terial, and providing two eager young minds who's potential helpedmotivate my e�orts in this diretion.
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90 APPENDIX A. RESOURCES

• http://www.esteseduator.om/Pdf_�les/Part_1.pdf (alsoparts 2,3,... though I haven't been able to get through to thiswebsite for a while now)A marvelous roket simulator all OpenRoket is freely available.It is based on the Masters thesis by Sampo Niskanen you an �ndmore at:

• http://openroket.soureforge.net/Furthermore, you'll probably turn up even more about model rok-etry by searhing for the following (or your own more spei�) keywords:

• Model Roketry

• Model Rokets

• Roket Engines

• Roket AerodynamisIn addition, the following books are fantasti soures for more in-formation and further reading:G. Harry Stine, Bill Stine: Handbook of Model Roketry, Sev-enth Edition. A great general purpose resoure for all aspetsof Model Roketry.David Berlinski: Newton's Gift: How Sir Isaa Newton Unlokedthe System of the world. A elebration of the system ofthought that reated physis, and the man who gave it tous.
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Appendix A

Resoures
One you start looking, you may be surprised to �nd how muhinformation on Model Roketry there is online. Here are somelinks to get you started:

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_roket

• http://exploration.gr.nasa.gov/eduation/roket/rktengperf.html

• http://www.modelrokets.us/index.php

• http://www.nar.org/

• http://www.tripoli.org/

• http://www.roketsnw.om/

• http://www.gr.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/rokth.html

• http://www.apogeerokets.om/eduation/index.aspFor those of you who are not adverse to looking through moreadvane mathematis, let me point out a few links that got mestarted with my trajetory estimates:
• http://www.apogeerokets.om/eduation/downloads/numeri_methods.pdf89



88 CHAPTER 6. FURTHER INVESTIGATIONSlayers like nested balloons, where the natural state (withoutthe roket) is like a long thin empty balloon, but that as theroket passes through, the balloon must be blown up to theshape of the roket. Think of the balloon pressing on the sidesof the roket, ausing frition. The more you blow up theballoon and separate its sides, the more frition on the roketthere would be, with the primary soure of frition being thedrag surfae.

• Design, setup, and use a wind tunnel to test the various surfaesizes, shapes, and materials, and test various drag oe�ientanalyti models and values.

• Investigate the various NAR allowed engine fuels and omparethe impat of the various mass, burn, and thrust harateris-tis on trajetory estimations. Extend this to inlude di�erentinitial paking and ignition geometries on thrust pro�les andresulting trajetories.

• Design setup, and use an engine thrust measurement system totest various engines. Vary the engine sizes, fuels, geometries.
• Re�ne the engine mass model to inlude the slow burning ofdelay mass.

• Develop a theoretial ground model and investigate the im-pat rater of an objet by inorporating it into the trajetoryalulations. Model the ground with various densities and vis-osities and ompare the impat raters.
• Investigate the e�et of a model improvement (engine mass,fuel omposition, air density, drag oe�ient, ...) aross di�er-ent �ight ombinations (roket mass, engines of di�ering totalimpulse and average thrust).
• Investigate the sensitivity of trajetory estimation aross vari-ous parameters (mass, fuel, total impulse, average thrust, dragoe�ient, air density, ...).

Chapter 1
Basi Trajetory Calulations

Getting started with roket trajetory alulations is pretty easy, aslong as we don't expet too muh auray from our initial results.It is a great way to understand the basi physis and builds aoneptual base from whih to improve our estimates. Let's startwith the fore equation, Newton's seond law of motion:

F = maThis is the law of motion that relates a given fore F to ahange in motion of a body with mass m to whih it is applied,ausing the aeleration a. A fore is simply a push or a pull (in agiven diretion). Newton's �rst law of motion, the law of inertia, isthe observation that objets remain in a onstant state of motionunless ated on by a fore. Inertia is an objet's resistane tohange in motion. Mass is simply a measure of the amount ofinertia an objet has (telling us how muh we have to push or pullin order to get it to hange its motion a ertain amount). We'lltalk more about aeleration below.Newton's seond law is a bit more than a simple equation ofnumbers: it is in fat a vetor equation in whih both the fore Fand the aeleration a are vetors (think arrows) that have botha magnitude (arrow length or size) and diretion. The mass m isa salar (just a multipliative number). With this in mind the1



2 CHAPTER 1. BASIC TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONSequation tells us not only the relation between the applied foreand aeleration magnitudes, but also their diretions. Neverthe-less, we will make the simplifying assumption that all of the fores,aelerations, and motions are in the same diretion (up) or its op-posite (down) in whih ase the vetors and their algebra reduesto numbers and the more familiar algebra of numbers.To start alulating with this equation we'll need to know moreabout: the mass of the roket, the fore supplied by the roketengine, and the fore of gravity that will pull the roket down.Furthermore, we'll need to know them in the right measurementunits. Physiists have settled on standard units that make sure thefore equation works. One set of these standards is the Meters-Kilograms-Seonds or MKS system in whih measurementsare expressed in meters, kilograms, and seonds. This is the systemwe'll be using for the fore equation.Let's start with veloity, whih is the hange in position perhange in time. This is a vetor in the diretion of the arrow fromthe starting position to the ending position. We'll assume all thepositions are in a vertial line (up and down) in order to ignore thevetor diretion, and onern ourselves only with the length of thedistane between positions . Sine we'll measure position in meters,a di�erene in position is also some number of meters. Similarly,we'll measure time in seonds, and a di�erene in time will be somenumber of seonds, giving a veloity in meters per seonds (m/s):
Chapter 6

Further Investigations

Here is a olletion of ideas that ome to mind. Hopefully, theywill sound interesting to you, or, perhaps, spark some of your ownnew ideas for further investigation. In any ase here they are:

• Rather than use a spreadsheet, write a program that generatestrajetory estimates. Extend the program so that you an alsoinput atual �ight trajetory data (from an altimeter) andompare it to estimates. Extend the program even further toadjust parameters that make the estimates loser to the atualdata. This takes you into the �eld of optimization, and if youintend to give it a try you might want to start by �nding atext that has a friendly introdution at a level that suits yourinterests and bakground.

• Investigate air density as an ideal gas taking into onsiderationhumidity, temperature, and altitude. One plae to start is thehttp://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density_of_air. However,it might be more understandable and enjoyable to use the moreleisurely approah of a text like An Introdution to ThermalPhysis by C. J. Adkins.
• Come up with an analyti model for the oe�ient of drag, byusing the drag surfae area of in ombination with the angleof inlination the various pathes of drag surfae. A furtherextension might think of the �ow of air around the roket in87



86 CHAPTER 5. HOW HIGH DID IT GO?Calulate the ApogeeNow that we have the measured distane from the viewpoint to thelaunhpad, lets all it B, and the lengths of h, and b for the smaller,similar triangle, we an solve for the apogee, all it H, as follows.We simply setup an equation that expresses the equality of theommon proportion (or sale fator) between the similar triangles:

H

h
=

B

bNow multiply both sides by h to solve for H:

H =
Bh

bFor example, suppose we have the following values: h = 0.8, b =
0.6, and B = 100m. Then we �nd that the apogee is approximately133.3 meters.Exerises1. Suppose that you measure o� 100 meters for B and have lim-ited the measured angle to apogee to de�nitely lie between 66and 67 degrees. What is the orresponding range in apogee?2. Use the Pythagorean Theorem (equation for the squares of thelengths of the sides of a right triangle) and a square of side xand diagonal 1 to show that both the sine and osine of a 45degree angle is exatly the square root of 2 divided by 2.

3For example, if our roket moves from a height of 0 metersstraight up to a height of 0.003215 meters in 0.01 seonds, the ve-loity will be 0.3215 meters per seond straight up. The magnitude(length, or size) of the veloity vetor is known as the speed. Inour example, we would say the speed of the roket is 0.3215m/s.Aeleration is the hange in veloity per hange in time. This(also a vetor) is the di�erene in veloity over a period of time.Sine we fous on motions only in the vertial diretion, our veloi-ties will also all be vertial. This simpli�es addition and subtrationof veloity vetors to the addition and subtration of their magni-tudes (lengths, or speeds), with the orresponding diretion beingalways either straight up or down (if we measure positive positionsin the up diretion, negative veloities will be down). Just as thedi�erene between positions in meters is a number of meters, a dif-ferene in veloities of meters per seond is a number of metersper seond . Dividing again by seonds gives units of meters perseond per seond . However, just as half of a half is one quarter((1/2)/2 = 1/4), per seond per seond is the same as per seondsquared ((1/s)/s = 1/s2). Thus, using the MKS system, aelera-tion has units of meters per seond squared (m/s2).



4 CHAPTER 1. BASIC TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONSFor example, if our roket is moving with a veloity of 0.3215m/s2straight up at time 0.01 seonds, and is moving with a veloity of

0.6430m/s straight up at time 0.02 seonds, then the orrespondingaeleration is:
(0.6430− 0.3215)m/s

(0.02− 0.01) s
=

0.3215m/s

0.01 s
= 32.15m/s2Finally, we ome to the measuring of fores. Newton's foreequation F = ma atually tells us how to measure fores. Usingthe MKS system: measure the aeleration of an objet in metersper seond squared (m/s2) and multiply by the mass of the objet inkilograms (kg) to �nd the fore vetor ausing the aeleration. Tohonor the man that shared his insightful understanding of motion,physiists name the unit of fore that aelerates one kilogram ofmass by one meter per seond squared a Newton (N). We ansubstitute the units into the fore equation to write this as:

F = ma −→ N =
kg ·m

s2For example, the fore neessary to aelerate a 0.143 kg roket
32.15m/s2 is 4.59745N , sine 0.143 · 32.15 = 4.59745 and we areusing MKS units.A trajetory is the path of a projetile (something that isthrown, �red, or launhed). Before we start the roket trajetoryalulations, let's try to get a feel for fore in Newtons by onsider-ing a fore we are all familiar with: the fore of the earth's gravitythat pulls objets down (towards the enter of the earth).Consider the fore that a pound of hoolate would have inNewtons. First note that one pound (1 lb.) is a perfetly aeptablemeasure of fore. Sales that measure the weight of an objet aremeasuring the fore that the earth's gravity exerts on the objet,the pull down toward the ground that the objet feels. An objet'sweight is a di�erent from its mass. On the moon, the same objetfeels less pull down toward the enter of the moon sine the moon's

SMALLER SIMILAR TRIANGLE 85

The funtion that onverts the angle α into the y-axis valueis known as the sine funtion, abbreviated sin, and we write thesine of the angle α as sin(α), though many write it as just sin α.Similarly, the orresponding funtion (o-funtion) that onvertsthe angle α into the x-axis value is known as the osine funtion,abbreviated os, and we write the osine of the angle α as cos(α),though many write it as just cos α. There are many interestingand surprising relationships to be explored in and between thesefuntions and angles, inluding a magial formula that lets us al-ulate the sine and osine funtion values to any preision we like.Muh of this forms the basis for a ourse in trigonometry and/oralulus. However, for our purposes, we'll just use a handy alu-lator, omputer, or even (egads!) a ell phone to alulate the sineand osine of our measured angle. Just as above, we'll all the sinevalue h, and the osine value b (for height and base respetively).Be sure that you have the alulator (omputer, or whatever) inthe mode where inputs tor these funtions are spei�ed in degrees(not radians). You an hek this by entering the value 45 andgetting bak answers approximating the square root of 2 dividedby 2, approximately 0.70710678.



84 CHAPTER 5. HOW HIGH DID IT GO?Smaller Similar TriangleOne possibility for reproduing the launhpad-apogee-viewing tri-angle is to reate it on a piee of paper. A horizontal line willrepresent the line from viewer to launhpad. A vertial line (at 90to the horizontal) will represent the line from apogee to launhpad.Either use graph paper for the horizontal and vertial lines, or drawthem yourself, being sure to onstrut the lines at 90 degrees asarefully as possible. From the 90 degree angle (this represents thelaunhpad) measure out a onvenient distane, say 20 entimeters,and mark a point on the horizontal line (this represents the view-point). Finally, as preisely as possible, reprodue the measuredangle at the viewpoint (either by traing the measuring devie orwith a protrator), and ontinue the angled line until it intersetsthe vertial line. Now measure the height to where the vertial andangled lines interset. Let's denote this measured height by h andthe 20 entimeters (or whatever) distane of the base with b.If you are willing to invest in a little bit of advaned mathemat-is, we an do muh better than this rude triangle onstrutionand measuring business with a alulator or omputer. In the yearssine the anient Greeks, mathematiians have made a study of themeasurement of angles and triangles. It is more ommonly knownas trigonometry and a large part of it fouses on right trianglesthat �t in a unit irle, with the hypotenuse being a radius of theirle.The angle3 α is measured ounterlokwise from the positive
x-axis, and as the angle progresses from 00 to 900, the base of thetriangle goes from 1 to zero on the x-axis, and the height of thetriangle goes from 0 to 1 on the y-axis. Then as the angle ontinuesfrom 900 to 1800, the base goes from 0 to -1 on the x-axis, and theheight goes from 1 to 0 on the y-axis. As the angle grows, theheight ontinues on into the negative y-values to -1, then inreasesagain toward +1. You an also imagine the angle growing in thenegative, lokwise diretion.3The name of the Greek letter α is alpha and it orresponds to our lowerase letter a.

5gravity is about 1/6th of the earth's. The objet's weight on themoon is about 1/6th its weight on earth, even though its mass is thesame. An objet's mass is a measure of its inertia, the propertyof resisting aeleration (a hange in motion). The more an objetresists aeleration, the more mass it has, and a orrespondinglygreater fore must be applied to hange its motion.Measuring fore with the weight of objets goes bak to the1700's1. Galileo's famous experiments brought to light the fat thatat sea level , the earth's gravity2 aelerates all objets at the samerate3: approximately g ≈ 9.80665 m/s2. (This number hangesas the distane from sea level hanges.) Plugging this number foraeleration into the fore equation, and 0.45359237kg for the massequivalent to one pound4 of fore at sea level, we �nd the fore inNewtons to be approximately 4.448 N . Alternatively, sine 4.448is between 4 and 5, one Newton feels like the fore of between onequarter and one �fth of a pound.

F = m · a

= m · g

4.448N ≈ 0.45359237 kg · 9.80665
m

s2Now that we have some experiene with fore, mass, aeler-ation, and the fore equation, let's use them to see how a roketshoots up through the sky. Our �rst step is to identify the foresating on the roket. Of ourse, gravity will pull the roket down,but the roket engine will push the roket up. This lets us re�neour fore equation by separating the total fore F into the fore ofthe roket engine Fe (using a plus sign sine it pushes the roketup) and the fore of gravity Fg = mg (with a negative sign sine itpulls the roket down) as follows:1http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pound_(fore)2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitation3http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_gravity4http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pound_(fore)
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F = ma

Fe − Fg = ma

Fe −mg = ma

Now divide both sides of the equation by the mass of the roketto solve for the aeleration:

Fe

m
− g = aTo generate trajetory estimates we'll need some measurements.Let's suppose that our roket has a mass of 143 g. (This is the massin grams reported for one of my model rokets by an eletronikithen sale I use. The sale onverts the gravitational fore mea-sured as the downward pull of the roket into grams of mass usingappropriate onversion fators that assume it is at sea level).

MEASURE DISTANCE AND ANGLE 83Measure Distane and AngleYou an use a ouple of meter stiks to measure o� a distane fromthe launhpad by laying one stik down in front of the other as youmove away from the launhpad. It works even better if you have,say, 4 or 5 meter stiks and a friend to help. The most aurayresults from an angle near 450, so it is better to measure out adistane near the expeted apogee.To measure the angle of the roket at apogee, you need an anglemeasuring devie. You an make one from a ouple of �at pieesof wood suh thin meter or yard stiks. Just drill holes at one endof eah stik, about in the enter of the stik. For instane if thestik is 1 inh wide, drill a hole about 1/2 inh in from the endand eah of the sides, just large enough for a srew and nut. Putthe srew through the holes and tighten the stiks together witha lok-nut, tight enough to maintain the angle of separation whenthe stiks are released, but not so tight that the stiks annot beeasily separated.To use the devie at the time of launh, lose the stiks togetherand sight along them, level to the ground, toward the roket on thelaunhpad. As the roket rises, with one hand keep one of the stikslevel to the ground and pointing to where the roket was, and withthe other hand raise the other stik so that you sight the roketalong it as it rises to apogee. All the while, you have the orner ofthe devie (where the two stiks are bolted together) stuk in yourfae, almost touhing your eye. All this manipulation may takesome pratie to master, so try it a few times before you launh theroket.One you have aptured the angle aurately, measure it withthe protrator as aurately as possible. The auray with whihyou measure this angle will probably be the determining fator ofthe auray of the resulting apogee value.



82 CHAPTER 5. HOW HIGH DID IT GO?we use some modern mathematis, we don't even need to measurethe smaller one.
I'll desribe a primitive, low teh method, but we'll need thefollowing:

• An approximately vertial roket �ight.

• An approximately level and �at launh area.

• To be able to see the roket at apogee.

• A ouple of meter stiks to measure distane on the ground.
• A sightable angle measuring devie (made from a ouple ofstiks and a bolt).

• Some geometry and geometri tools (ompass, ruler, protra-tor).The idea is to measure both our distane from the launhpad, andthe viewed angle from launhpad height to apogee height. Nextwe'll need a smaller, more manageable, similar triangle so that wean get its base and height lengths. Finally we alulate the apogeeusing the proportionality of the similar triangles.

7We'll also need the engine thrust, the amount of pushing foreof the engine. To do this, let's suppose we hoose a C6-3 engine.The C tells5 us that the engine will have a total mount of pushingpower or total impulse (amount of thrust for a period of time)in the range of 6 to 12 Newton-seonds. The Estes C6-3 enginehas a total impulse of about 9 Newton-seonds6. The 6 tells usthat the average thrust will be about 6 Newtons, and the 3 tells usthe (parahute deploying) �nal harge will have a delay of about 3seonds.Plugging these numbers into our modi�ed equation, we �nd theaeleration in units of m/s2:
a =

6N

0.143 kg
− 9.80665m/s2 ≈ 32.15m/s2We are almost ready to alulate how the roket will move.However, in order to do so with the tools we have at hand, wemust make the following simplifying assumption. Even though theheight and veloity hange rapidly with time, we will only look atthe values at �xed points in time and assume these values remainrelatively onstant between time points. This approah is known asdisrete sampling and depends on values hanging slowly alongthe sample points in order to yield aurate preditions.We an now alulate how the roket will move by starting withthe roket on the ground at an initial height of 0 meters, sittingstill with an initial veloity of 0 meters/seond. The only questionremaining is what time unit to use. Sine the veloity will behanging rapidly even though we'll be assuming onstant valuesover the time inrement , the smaller the time inrement, the moreaurate will be our estimates. Let's use a time inrement of ahundredth of a seond (0.01 seonds) to �ll in the following table7:5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Estes_Industries6http://www.nar.org/pdf/Estes/C6.pdf7The letters in parentheses in the table headings denote the measurement units:s=seonds, m=meters.



8 CHAPTER 1. BASIC TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONSTime Aeleration Veloity Height(s) (m/s2) (m/s) (m)0.00 32.15 0.0000 0.00000.01 32.15 0.3215 0.00000.02 32.15 0.6430 0.0032150.03 32.15 0.9645 0.0096450.04 32.15 1.2860 0.019290... ... ... ...How did we get these numbers? We start with the idea thataeleration (32.15 m/s per seond) is the hange in veloity perseond and multiply by the hange in time of 0.01 seonds to getthe hange in veloity for that inrement of time. We then addthat veloity hange to the entry in the veloity olumn for eahtime inrement of 0.01 seonds. In a similar way, we use the ideathat veloity is the hange in height per seond, and multiply theveloity by the hange in time of 0.01 seonds to get the hange inheight.For example, starting in the �rst row of the table, with an a-eleration of 32.15m/s2, a veloity of 0m/s, we estimate that after
0.01s the hange in veloity will be 0.01s·32.15m/s2 = 0.3215m/s.Sine the aeleration is the same for the seond row, the hangein veloity will again 0.3215m/s from row two to row three, giv-ing a veloity of (0.3215 + 0.3215) m/s2 = 0.6430 m/s for thethird row. At time 0.03 seonds, our veloity estimate will be
(0.6430 + 0.3215)m/s2 = 0.9645m/s. And so on.Similarly, we an estimate the height of the roket at the varioustimes by using the estimated veloities. For example, after 0.01 sat a veloity of 0 m/s, there will be no hange in height, so theheight entry for time 0.01 seonds will be the same as for time0.00 seond, namely a height of 0 meters. However, with a veloityat time 0.01 seonds of 0.3215 m/s, we estimate the hange inheight from 0.01 seonds to 0.02 seonds as 0.01 s · 0.3215m/s =
0.003215m, giving a height at time 0.02 seonds of 0.003215m. Inthe same way, with a veloity at time 0.02 seonds of 0.6430m/s,we estimate the hange in height from 0.02 seonds to 0.03 seonds

Chapter 5
How High Did It Go?

One we have our roket, weighed it, measured it, and pluggedin all the parameters to get our best estimate of the trajetory, wean selet the engine delay and atually load and launh the roket.However, a big piee of the estimation proess (perhaps the mostimportant piee), is omparing the estimates to atual results.So, how do we measure how high the roket goes on its atual�ight? There are two ommon ways. One is to insert an altimeterinto the payload bay of your roket (be sure to inlude the mass inthe trajetory alulations) and have it ollet data for the �ight.This is the preferred option, sine you get height readings at regularintervals. After the �ight, the data is available for download to aomputer with software that omes with the altimeter. However,for simple rokets without a payload bay, or in ase you don't areto spend hard-earned money on this sort of thing, there is another,geometri way of determining how high the roket went.The geometri method was used by anient Greeks to determinehow far a ship was out to sea. The main idea is based on theproposition1 that the lengths of sides of similar2 triangles are inommon proportion. In the diagram below, we an't measure thelarge triangle, but we an measure a similar, smaller one. In fat, if1Thomas Heath: Eulid's The Elements Book VI proposition 4.2A similar triangle is one that di�ers only in size: the orresponding angles are thesame. 81



80 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASSExerises1. Modify the spreadsheet you reated in exerise 5 of hapter 3to:(a) Create an engine data sheet for an Estes C6 engine.(b) Inorporate the re�nements desribed in this hapter forengine thrust for the C6 engine.() Inorporate the re�nements desribed in this hapter forthe engine mass for the C6 engine.2. Use the spreadsheet from exerise 1 above to generate multi-stage trajetory estimates (take a look exerise 8 of hapter 3for further details on multistage rokets and RedDevil roketproperties).(a) Create an engine data sheet for an Estes D12-0 engine.(b) Don't forget to add the mass of the seond stage C6-3roket engine when onstruting the Roket Properties ta-ble row for the RedDevil.() For the RedDevil, EstesD12 Flight Combination, �nd thetime, veloity, and height at the time the D12 engine utsout.(d) For the RedPhoenix, EstesC6 Flight Combination, enterthe initial veloity and height you olleted in part (b)above, and reord the apogee height, maximum veloity,and �ight time (as the sum of the apogee time of theseond stage and the time until engine ut o� olleted inpart (a)) for the two stage roket �ight.(e) If you did exerise 8 of hapter 3, ompare the results.

9as 0.01 s · 0.6430m/s = 0.006430m, giving a height at time 0.03seonds of (0.003215 + 0.006430)m = 0.009645m. And so on.Notie that our assumption of onstant, aurate values for a�xed time inrement together with the proedure we use for gener-ating estimates result in the peuliarity that initially the roket doesnot move for two whole time inrements regardless of the aelera-tion value. This is an artifat of our assumptions and proedures.To probe this issue further, try exerise 11g.Before going further, let's stop and notie the patterns in thetable. To do so, we'll rewrite the table using a symboli namefor the inrement in veloity. Sine the aeleration is a onstant

32.15m/s2, so will the veloity inrement be a onstant 0.3215m/sas we saw above. We'll give the symboli name v to the inrement

0.3215 and use it to rewrite the table as follows:Time Aeleration Veloity Height(s) (m/s2) (m/s) (m)0.00 32.15 0 00.01 32.15 1v 00.02 32.15 2v 0.01v0.03 32.15 3v 0.01(1 + 2)v0.04 32.15 4v 0.01(1 + 2 + 3)v... ... ... ...More spei�ally, the veloity starts at 0 m/s, and to get thenext veloity entry we simply add v to the urrent veloity. Thisresults in a veloity entry that simply inrements the number of v'sfrom eah row to the next.Similarly, the height starts at 0 m, and sine the veloity isinitially 0m/s (not moving), to get the next height entry we add

0.01(0v) = 0 meters to the urrent one (0 meters). For the nextentry (time 0.02), we multiply the previous veloity 1v by the timeinrement 0.01 and add it to the urrent height. At the next row(time 0.03) we add the ontribution from 2v to the urrent rowwhih already has the ontribution of 1v, and so on. If you are still



10 CHAPTER 1. BASIC TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONSwondering how we got the last entry in the height olumn of thetable, take a look at exerise 2.Now let's think about a partiular, but generi, entry fartherdown in the table, the one for time 0.01n, without speifying n.It is pretty lear from our table and disussion above that just as

4v is the veloity for 0.04 seonds, the veloity estimate for time

0.01n seonds will be nv. We an also see that the orrespondingheight estimate will be 0.01(1 + 2 + 3 + . . . + (n − 1))v. This isa �ne mathematial expression, but we an do a little better if wenotie that pairs of numbers, one from the left and one from theright, sum to n. The �nal step is to notie how many pairs therewill be. We have to be areful to onsider both sequenes with aneven number of integers and sequenes with an odd number. Thisis a good time to try exerises 3 and 4 to larify this point so thatyou agree with the following alulation:
1 + 2 + 3 . . .+ (n− 3) + (n− 2) + (n− 1) =

n+ 2 + 3 + . . .+ (n− 3) + (n− 2) =

n+ n+ 3 + . . .+ (n− 3) =

. . .

n+ n+ n+ . . . =
n(n− 1)

2Using this summation trik, we an provide a general expressionfor the table of trajetory estimates for the powered part of �ightas follows: Time Aeleration Veloity Height(s) (m/s2) (m/s) (m)0.00 32.15 0v 0v0.01 32.15 1v 0v0.02 32.15 2v 0.01v0.03 32.15 3v 0.01(1 + 2)v0.04 32.15 4v 0.01(1 + 2 + 3)v... ... ... ...

0.01n 32.15 nv 0.01n(n− 1)v/2... ... ... ...

COMPARISON 79We an see that the dereased mass and extra total impulse isa signi�ant di�erene between the simple and improved models.Beyond that, the time varying nature of the thrust and mass is stilla signi�ant di�erene between the improved and hybrid model.Even though the hybrid and improved outputs are within 15% ofeah other, the largest di�erene is in the maximum veloity ande�ets the very motion that we are trying to estimate.



78 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASSComparisonI'll list the resulting trajetory estimates that inlude the improve-ments in this hapter here so you an use the values to ompareagainst you own spreadsheet:Time Used Mass Thrst A no Drag A w Vel Ht(s) (fra) (kg) (N) Drag (m/ss) Drag (m/s) (m)0.000 0.000 0.16783 0.000 -9.8066 0.0000 -9.8066 0.0000 0.00000.010 0.000 0.16783 0.305 -7.9884 0.0000 -7.9884 0.0000 0.00000.020 0.001 0.16783 0.610 -6.1700 0.0000 -6.1700 0.0000 0.00000.030 0.002 0.16782 0.915 -4.3514 0.0000 -4.3514 0.0000 0.00000.040 0.003 0.16780 1.518 -0.7575 0.0000 -0.7575 0.0000 0.00000.050 0.005 0.16778 2.155 3.0348 0.0000 3.0348 0.0000 0.00000.060 0.008 0.16775 2.791 6.8289 0.0000 6.8289 0.0303 0.00000.070 0.011 0.16771 3.427 10.6253 0.0000 10.6253 0.0986 0.00030.080 0.016 0.16767 4.063 14.4245 -0.0001 14.4245 0.2049 0.0013... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...1.820 0.990 0.15714 4.448 18.4490 -6.0131 12.4859 31.6572 33.12951.830 0.994 0.15709 3.399 11.8312 -6.0631 5.7681 31.7820 33.44611.840 0.998 0.15706 2.292 4.1425 -6.1129 -1.9703 31.8397 33.76391.850 0.999 0.15704 1.019 -3.3164 -6.1364 -9.4528 31.8200 33.08231.860 1.000 0.15703 0.000 -9.8066 -6.1296 -15.9362 31.7255 34.4005... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...4.580 1.000 0.15703 0.000 -9.8066 -0.0003 -9.8069 0.1213 74.32404.590 1.000 0.15703 0.000 -9.8066 -0.0001 -9.8067 0.0232 74.32524.600 1.000 0.15703 0.000 -9.8066 0.0000 -9.8067 -0.0749 74.32554.610 1.000 0.15703 0.000 -9.8066 0.0000 -9.8066 -0.1730 74.32474.620 1.000 0.15703 0.000 -9.8066 0.0002 -9.8065 -0.2710 74.3230... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...Let's ompare estimate outputs for the ase of the simplistiengine model, the improved engine model, and a hybrid model thatis the simplisti model that inludes the mass of the engine with halfof the propellant and total impulse equal to the improved model:Simple Improved HybridApogee (m) 92.3015 74.3255 76.3255Apogee (s) 4.7400 4.6000 4.4800Maximum Veloity (m/s) 41.8786 31.8397 35.9668Coast Time (s) 3.2400 2.7400 3.0100

11How far should the table ontinue in this fashion? We analulate how long the engine will supply thrust by dividing thetotal impulse of the engine, 9 Newton-seonds for a C6-3 engine, bythe average thrust of 6 Newtons to see that it should burn for about1.5 seonds (that is, n = 150). What is the estimated height of theroket at that point? What is the estimated veloity? Let's plug inthe value 150 for n and �nd out. We �nd that the veloity estimatefor time 1.5 seonds is 150 · 0.3215m/s = 48.225m/s. Similarly,the estimated height at that time is 0.01(150 · 149)0.3215m/2 =

35.927625m.What happens when the roket engine uts out? Look bak tothe equation for aeleration on page 6. When Fe goes to zero, theequation beomes: −g = a. One the engine thrust stops, the onlyremaining fore ating on the roket is the downward pull of earth'sgravity, reduing the upward veloity with its downward aelera-tion. This is alled the oast phase of the �ight in ontrast tothe previous powered phase when the engine is thrusting. We'llassume that the roket is near enough to the surfae of the earth touse the same gravitational aeleration g = 9.80665m/s2 through-out. We an alulate estimates just as we did before, exept thatnow we use a downward aeleration, negative 9.80665m/s2. We'llstart a new table at the point the engine dies, starting from ourresults above, adding 0.01(−9.80665)m/s = −0.0980665m/s toeah subsequent veloity entry, and adding the produt of veloityand 0.01 s for eah subsequent height entry:Time Aeleration Veloity Height(s) (m/s2) (m/s) (m)1.50 -9.80665 48.225 35.9276251.51 -9.80665 48.1269335 36.4098751.52 -9.80665 48.0288670 36.8911443351.53 -9.80665 47.9308005 37.3714330051.54 -9.80665 47.8327340 37.850741010... ... ... ...Just as before, we're interested in the patterns that form thenumbers. We'll introdue some symbols so that we end up with



12 CHAPTER 1. BASIC TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONSalgebrai expressions for the entries. That way, we'll be able to plugdi�erent values in, and even solve for values that are interesting tous, as we shall see. Let's start by introduing a symboli name dfor the veloity inrement 0.0980665, and rewrite the table with itinstead of the numeri values as follows:Time Ael. Veloity Height(s) (m/s2) (m/s) (m)1.50 -9.80665 48.225 35.9276251.51 -9.80665 48.225− d 35.927625 + 0.01(48.225)1.52 -9.80665 48.225− 2d 35.927625 + 0.01(2 · 48.225− d)1.53 -9.80665 48.225− 3d 35.927625 + 0.01(3 · 48.225− (1 + 2)d)1.54 -9.80665 48.225− 4d 35.927625 + 0.01(4 · 48.225− (1 + 2 + 3)d)... ... ... ...This is a good time to verify the height entries in the last olumnof the table by trying exerise 5 before going on.Now ontinue by introduing symboli names T , V , and H forthe starting time, veloity, and height respetively, and rewrite:Time Aeleration Veloity Height(s) (m/s2) (m/s) (m)
T -9.80665 V H

T + 0.01 -9.80665 V − d H + 0.01(V )
T + 0.02 -9.80665 V − 2d H + 0.01(2V − d)
T + 0.03 -9.80665 V − 3d H + 0.01(3V − (1 + 2)d
T + 0.04 -9.80665 V − 4d H + 0.01(4V − (1 + 2 + 3)d)... ... ... ...Just as before, we'll fous our attention on an entry lower inthe table, say, for time T +0.01k. One again, we an see from thetable that the veloity entry at time T +0.01k will be V − kd, andthe height entry will be H+0.01(kV − (1+2+3+ . . .+(k−1))d).Using our summation trik again, we an write the sum 1 + 2 +

3 + . . . + (k − 1) as (k(k − 1)/2) so that the table of trajetoryestimates for the oasting phase of the �ight beomes:

INCORPORATE IMPROVED ENGINE MASS 77=(vlookup($A28,EstesC6!$A$8:$F$39,6,1,0)+0.5*($D28+vlookup($A28,EstesC6!$A$8:$F$39,2,1))*($A28-vlookup($A28,EstesC6!$A$8:$F$39,1,1))/$F$14.To generalize this for the engine in $A$12, substitute the ex-pression: indiret(onatenate($A$12,"!$A$8:$F$39"))for eah ell range: EstesC6!$A$8:$F$39 above.Upon entering the formula, you should see the value 0 appear.When you drag it down the olumn, the values should inreasesteadily to the value 1 at engine ut-out and then remain 1 tothe end of the table.Mass (g) C28:C1028. In C28 we'll onvert Propellant Mass tokilograms, sale it by the Fuel Used fration and subtrat itfrom Roket+Engine Mass to get time varying roket mass:=$A$22-$B28*indiret(onatenate($A$12,"!$A$3"))/1000.Upon entering the formula, you should see the the full Roket+ Engine Mass value appear. When you drag it down theolumn, the values should derease steadily to re�et the lossof all propellant mass at engine ut-out and then remain thereto the end of the table.Aeleration without Drag (m/ss) Now E28:E1028. Edit theformula =B28/$A$22-$F$12 in ell E28 and replae any ellreferene $A$22 to stati, pre-�ight roket mass with $C28 forthe urrent, time-varying mass: =B28/$C28-$F$12. Drag theformula down the table, and sroll through the spreadsheet toverify the numbers.Drag (m/ss) Now F28:F1028. Edit our previous formula in ellE28: =-sign(F28)*$F$11*$A$23*$A$24*F28*F28/(2*$A$22)replaing any ell referene $A$22 to stati, pre-�ight roketmass with $C28 for the urrent, time-varying mass:=-sign(F28)*$F$11*$A$23*$A$24*F28*F28/(2*$C28).Drag the formula down the table, and sroll through the spread-sheet to verify the numbers.



76 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASSThings get a bit stikier for these last few modi�ations to theTrajetory Calulations table. What we'll be doing is to add aouple of olumns to the table, one to keep trak of how muh ofthe fuel is used at the urrent time, and the other to re�et theorresponding mass of the roket. First, make spae for the newrows by seleting the ell range B26:G1028, utting it, and pastingit over on the right side, at ell H26. Now, while it is still seleted,right-lik inside it at ell H26 and ut it again, and then paste itinto ell D26. Then arrange the labels so that the top-left portionof the table looks something like this:Time Fuel Used Mass Thrust w/o Drag Drag w/Drag ...(s) (fra) (kg) (N) A(m/ss) (m/ss) A(m/ss) ...0.000 6.000 32.1514 0.0000 32.1514 ...0.010 6.000 32.1514 0.0000 32.1514 ...0.020 6.000 32.1514 -0.0007 32.1507 ...0.030 6.000 32.1514 -0.0027 32.1486 ...... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...4.780 0.000 -9.8066 0.0002 -9.8058 ...4.790 0.000 -9.8066 0.0005 -9.8053 ...... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...Fuel Used (fra) B28:B1028. These values range from 0 at ig-nition, to 1 at the time the engine uts out. The idea is toform a urrent used impulse and divide by the Total Impulse.We'll lookup Used Impulse in the Thrust Pro�le table and addin the inremental impulse for the urrent time. We'll formthe inremental impulse from Thrust (looked up in the ThrustPro�le table) and the urrent Thrust . Reall that the impulsewill be given by (x2 − x1)(y2 + y1)/2. Notie that the urrenttime x2 is in ell A28, the urrent thrust y2 is now in ell D28,and the total impulse is in ell F14. With this in mind, wean formulate the fuel used fration for the EstesC6 engineinto ell B28 as:

13Time Aeleration Veloity Height(s) (m/s2) (m/s) (m)
T -9.80665 V H

T + 0.01 -9.80665 V − 1d H + 0.01(V )
T + 0.02 -9.80665 V − 2d H + 0.01(2V − (1)d)
T + 0.03 -9.80665 V − 3d H + 0.01(3V − (1 + 2)d)
T + 0.04 -9.80665 V − 4d H + 0.01(4V − (1 + 2 + 3)d)... ... ... ...
T + 0.01k -9.80665 V − kd H + 0.01(kV − k(k − 1)d/2)... ... ... ...What does this table atually tell us? The �rst thing to notieis that the veloity will remain positive (the roket will ontinueits upward limb) until kd beomes larger than V . When does thishappen? Plug the numbers for V and d into V − dk = 0 andsolve for k! One we know k, we have an estimate for how longthe roket will limb, oasting after the engine dies. We an usethis time estimate to pik an engine with a similar delay so thatthe roket will go as high as possible and its veloity will be smallwhen the parahute is deployed . The highest point of the limb isalled the apogee. We an estimate the apogee by plugging thenumbers for T , V , H, d, and k into H + 0.01(kV − k(k − 1)d/2).If we want to estimate the height with a 3 seond engine delay fordeployment of a parahute, plug in a orresponding value for k. (A3 seond delay gives a k of 300.)Before you get too exited about these roket trajetory esti-mates, let me give you a lue to an improvement we'll work on inthe next hapter. Anyone who has ridden a bike against a strongwind will know that we are ignoring a signi�ant omponent thatwill a�et our height estimate for the roket. Before we get to it,however, give the following exerises a try.



14 CHAPTER 1. BASIC TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONSExerises1. Use the aeleration equation on page 6 to �nd the aeleration

a for a 0.143 kilogram roket using a C11-X engine (havingaverage thrust of 11 Newtons). What is the orresponding 0.01seond veloity inrement v for this onstant aeleration?2. What arithmeti laws do we use to rewrite the sum 0.01v +

0.01(2v) + 0.01(3v) as 0.01(1 + 2 + 3)v? List the steps inbetween and justify eah step with an arithmeti law.3. Verify visually that 1 + 2 + . . .+ 7 = 8 · 7/2 by: writing outthe list of numbers, onneting the �rst and last numbers, thenthe 2nd and 2nd to last, and so on, ounting the number oflines you draw. Do the same for 1 + 2 + . . .+ 8 = 9 · 8/2.4. Verify visually that 1+2+ . . .+7 = 8 ·7/2 by: writing out thelist of numbers and its reverse so that the smallest of the 1stlist pairs with the largest of the 2nd, the next smallest of the1st pairs with the next smallest of the 2nd, and so on. Whatis the sum of eah pair? How many pairs are there?5. Show that: 0.01(48.225) + 0.01(48.225− d) + 0.01(48.225−
2d) + 0.01(48.225− 3d) is the same as 0.01(4 · 48.225− (1 +

2+3)d by listing the steps in between and justifying eah stepwith an arithmeti law.6. Find the number n of 0.01 seond inrements before the C11-X engine (9.0 Newton-seonds total impulse) uts out. Usethis and the 0.01 seond veloity inrement v from exerise 1to determine the veloity V = nv, and height H = 0.01n(n−
1)v/2 at the time the engine dies.7. Use the values V = 48.225 m/s and d = 0.0980665m/s inthe equation V = kd we found in the text to alulate thenumber of 0.01 seond inrements k until apogee. Use thisvalue to �nd the oast time as k · 0.01 s. Finally, alulate theapogee as H + 0.01(kV − (k − 1)(k − 2)d/2) using the value

H = 35.927625m from the text.

INCORPORATE IMPROVED ENGINE MASS 75Impulse and Average Thrust inputs to derived ells, and modifythe Roket Mass . We'll also add the Coast time output ell to theTrajetory Estimates setion before we move on.Roket Engine Delay (s) B12. Simply type this value into theell. The main distintion is whether or not the value is zero.Non-zero delays have inreased engine mass. Zero delay en-gines are only for the �rst stage of multistage rokets (seeexerise 8 of hapter 3). For example, enter the value 3.Engine Burn (s) I14. We'll glean the length of the engine burn asthe time of the �rst zero Thrust entry in the Trajetory Calu-lations table (not ounting Time 0) and use it to alulate theaverage thrust and oast times. Just as before (Apogee(s) page3) we'll use the match() and index() spreadsheet funtions:=index($A$29:$A$1028,math(0,$D$29:$D$1028,0)).Total Impulse (Ns) F14. We onvert this input ell to a derivedvalue that is now available from the roket engine sheet spe-i�ed by the Flight Combination via:indiret(onatenate($A$12,�!$A$2�)).Average Thrust (N) F15. We onvert this input ell to a derivedvalue as the fration Total Impulse divided by Engine Burn:=$F$14/$I$14.Roket+Engine Mass (N) A22. First, we update the label,then the value as well. For the value, we must add in theroket engine mass. The trik is that if there is a non-zero de-lay, we need all three ells A3:A5 from the roket engine sheet,but only A3:A4 for a zero delay engine. We take are of thiswith the if() funtion when forming the ell range referene:=(vlookup($A$11,$A$6:$J$8,3,0)+sum(indiret(onatenate($A$12,if($B$12>0,"!$A$3:$A$5","!$A$3:$A$4")))))/1000.Coast Time (s) I23. With the addition of Engine Burn, thisoutput ell value is easy to alulate as: =$F$23-$I$14.



74 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASS$A28*vlookup($A28,indiret(onatenate($A$12,�!$A$8:$F$39�)),3,1)+vlookup($A28,indiret(onatenate($A$12,�!$A$8:$F$39�)),4,1).One you have the new thrust formula entered (altogether onone line), verify that the numeri value is zero. This is due to theroket engine starting its burn with zero Newtons of thrust. Next,drag the formula down the B olumn of the Trajetory Calulationstable and verify the thrust values agree with the thrust pro�le.You may also notie a resulting oddity in the veloity olumn.The roket starts moving down! It's as if we were holding theroket o� the ground at the time of launh, and dropped it atengine ignition. We have not inluded the onstraint that the roketis initially being supported by the ground. It supplies the forerequired to keep the roket from falling.We'll resolve this di�ulty by adjusting the formulas in theveloity olumn as follows. We'll only add in the veloity inrementgenerated from the aeleration when either the aeleration (E28)or the height of the roket (G28) is greater than zero. We've talkedabout the spreadsheet if() funtion before, but we'll also need thespreadsheet or() funtion. The resulting formula we'll enter intoell F29 is: if(or(E28>0,G28>0),E28*$F$13+F28,0).Inorporate Improved Engine MassWe are now ready to inorporate our improved roket engine massmodel into the Trajetory Calulations table, however, this is evenmore ompliated than the improved thrust model. Let's beginwith the easier modi�ations and save the ompliations for last.The �rst order of business is to add an input ell to the Flight Com-bination to speify the number of seonds of delay for the RoketEngine, followed losely by the addition of a new derived input En-gine Burn to the Trajetory Constants . Then we'll onvert Total
EXERCISES 158. Use the value of V from exerise 6 and d = 0.0980665m/sin the equation V = kd we found in the text to alulate thenumber of 0.01 seond inrements k until apogee. Use thisvalue to �nd the oast time as k · 0.01 s. Finally, alulate theapogee as H + 0.01(kV − (k − 1)(k − 2)d/2) using the valueof H from exerise 6.9. Assume that your roket deploys a very large parahute thatwill essentially stop the roket frommoving (pulls very strongly,stopped relative to a fast veloity). Say your roket has amass of 200 grams and and is moving at 50 meters per seond.What is the fore in Newtons that your roket will exert on theparahute? What is the fore in pounds? [Hint: Divide thenumber of Newtons by 4.448 Newtons per pound to get thefore in pounds.℄ What does this say about the sturdiness ofyour parahute and attahment? In what way an we reduethe fores on the parahute?10. Explain how the fore equation an be used to de�ne andmeasure mass.11. We are really on to something with the observation from page12 that T +0.01k represents the time for the kth entry in thetrajetory estimate table on page 13. In this exerise, you'llrewrite the symboli expressions for both the veloity, V −kd,and the height, H + 0.01(kV − k(k − 1)d/2), as follows:(a) Substitute 0.01a for −d in the expressions for veloity andheight.(b) Regroup the values in the results of (a) so that 0.01 and

k always appear together as 0.01k.() Substitute t for 0.01k in the results of (b).(d) Regroup the the results of part () into the form Mt+Bfor veloity, and At2+Bt+C for height. We all the values

M , B, A, and C oe�ients of the various powers of t.(e) The points satisfying the equation y = Mx + B form aline and often result from a quantity y that hanges in



16 CHAPTER 1. BASIC TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONSproportion M to some other quantity x. We say thatthe funtion y is linear in x. Whih of the followingtrajetory quantities is linear in time t: height, veloity,and/or aeleration?(f) The points satisfying the equation y = Ax2 + Bx + Cform a parabola and often result from a quantity y thataumulates (adds up) values that are linear in a quan-tity x. We say that the funtion y is quadrati in x.What trajetory quantity is quadrati in time t? Whattrajetory quantity linear in t is being aumulated?(g) The oe�ient B in the quadrati expression for heightfrom part (d) should ontain the term: 0.01a/2. As wemake our time inrement 0.01 smaller and smaller, thevalues for a and t will remain the same, but what happensto the term: 0.01a/2? This term is an artifat of theassumptions and the proedures we used to alulate thetrajetory values. Rewrite the quadrati height expressionfrom part (d) for the ase of a time inrement so small thatwe an leave out the term: 0.01a/2.

INCORPORATE IMPROVED THRUST 73from the Thrust Pro�le table for the urrent time:vlookup($A28,EstesC6!$A$8:$F$39,4,1)It is now easy to use the slope-interept formula for a line to on-strut the thrust for the urrent time as the expression11:$A28*vlookup($A28,EstesC6!$A$8:$F$39,3,1)+vlookup($A28,EstesC6!$A$8:$F$39,4,1).The last ompliation arises from the fat that rather than od-ing the engine sheet name into the formulas of the Trajetory Cal-ulations table, we'd rather referene ell A12 that ontains theEngine name. That way, in order to use a di�erent engine in thetrajetory alulations, we need only hange one ell of the spread-sheet. To do this, we'll need to onstrut the ell range expres-sions using the indirect() and concatenate() spreadsheet funtions.We'll splie the Engine name to the Thrust Pro�le table rangestring in the expression onatenate($A$12,�!$A$8:$F$39�).However, just replaing the referene EstesC6!$A$12:$F$39with this expression won't work. That's beause the spreadsheetthinks the result of the concatenate() funtion is a string, not aell referene. In order to speify the ell referene (and get thevalue), we have to run it through the indiret() funtion as:indiret(onatenate($A$12,�!$A$8:$F$39�))Finally, in this way, we arrive at the formula we enter into ellB28 as the Thrust for the urrent Time (A28) in the TrajetoryCalulations table as:
11Long expressions are split aross lines in order to �t them on the page here, but youenter it as a single expression for the spreadsheet ell.



72 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASSAnother di�erene is that we are looking up values from a dif-ferent sheet . To do this, we have to inlude the sheet name as apre�x in the ell range spei�ation. For example, to speify theThrust Pro�le table in the EstesC6 sheet we'll use the expressionEstesC6!$A$8:$F$39. With this in mind, and assuming the ur-rent time is in ell A28, we an look up the approximate Slopeentry of the Thrust Pro�le table using the following parameters for

vlookup():

• The value to math. We want the input to ome from A28.However, sine we might drag this formula over to anotherolumn for debugging, but still want the value from olumn Awe'll use an absolute referene for the olumn. On the otherhand, when we drag the formula down, we want the row num-ber of inrement, so we'll use a relative referene for the row.Thus the referene will be: $A28.

• Range of table ells. As mentioned above, we'll speify the�xed-loation Thrust Pro�le table using absolute referenesas: EstesC6!$A$8:$F$39.

• Column to selet. The table value we want is the Slope, in thethird olumn of the table, olumn C, so we use the value: 3.
• Approximate? As explained above, we want approximate lookup,so we use the value 1.

• Return index? This optional true-or-false (boolean) parameterdefaults to false, whih is just what we want. We won't evenlist the value so that we an export the spreadsheet in Exelformat if we want.Putting this all together, we ome up with the following expressionfor the Slope from the Thrust Pro�le table for the urrent time:vlookup($A28,EstesC6!$A$8:$F$39,3,1)Similarly, we have the the following expression for the Interept
Chapter 2Drag

Let's say our roket is moving at a speed of 48.225 m/s. That'salmost 108 miles per hour (see exerise 1). That's pretty fast. Ifyou've ever stuk your hand outside a fast moving vehile, you'veatually felt how hard the air pushes bak against fast moving ob-jets. In the �eld of �uid mehanis this fore is alled drag and ifwe want to aurately estimate the trajetory of our roket, we'llhave to inorporate it into our alulations.If we think about it a bit, we'll be able to ome up with asensible term to add to our fore equation. For instane, you mayhave notied from your fast moving experienes that the faster youmove (assuming the air is more or less still), the more fore youfeel from the air. In other words, the resistane will oppose yourmotion and inrease with inreasing veloity (denoted as v). Thesimplest expression that aptures this is−Cv for some onstant C,but is this really all we need? What else e�ets the strength of thewind pushing on an objet? Think about �ying a kite.Other important fators are the size and shape of the objet.The more surfae area A pressing diretly into the air (we'll allthis drag surfae area), the greater the resistane. This is why aparahute slows a fall to a non-destrutive speed. Along with thedrag surfae area, our drag fore term should also inlude a onstantfator known as the drag oe�ient1 CD that aptures the shape1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_oe�ient17



18 CHAPTER 2. DRAGand texture of the surfae moving against the air, varying fromnear 0 for a polished, smoothly urved, streamlined body that utsthrough the air up to about 2 for a rough �at plate perpendiularto the motion2.
A simple expression inorporating these fators is −ACDv, butthere is still more to onsider. Let's think about the air. Air isa �uid that �ows and has density. It �ows freely (low visosity),so we will not need to aount for the visosity of the air (as wewould for a thik, visous substane suh as honey). Density is themass of a substane per unit volume. It measures the onentrationof mass and, expressed in MKS units, we'll use it in the form ofkilograms per meter ubed (kg/m3) . The greater the density, themore a �uid resists motions through it (in the F = ma, push-and-shove sort of way that it is di�ult to run through a pool). Densitywill vary with altitude, whih will (hopefully) hange rapidly alongthe roket trajetory, so we'll inlude air density3 as the fator ρ(h)2You might wonder why we don't go from 0 to 1, but one we arrive at our �nal dragterm it may seem reasonable.3The name of the Greek letter ρ is rho and orresponds to our letter r.

INCORPORATE IMPROVED THRUST 71Delay Mass (g) A5. The average mass of engines having a non-zero delay minus the average mass of engines having a zero-seond delay: =H12-H5.Inorporate Improved ThrustWe are now ready to inorporate our improved roket engine thrustmodel into the Trajetory Calulations table. The main idea willbe to use the urrent time value to look up the appropriate slopeand interept values from the roket engine thrust table, then plugthe time value into the slope-interept line equation to alulate theorresponding thrust and use that value. This is pretty ompliatedompared to our previous spreadsheet work, so we'll take it step ata time.We'll use the urrent time value as one of the parameters in the

vlookup() spreadsheet funtion to look up the appropriate slopeand interept values for the line segment of the thrust pro�le. How-ever, unlike when we used the funtion in hapter 3 to look up theMass using the Roket name, here there are a few ompliationsthat require some explanation.First, sine we'll look the urrent time up in a table where weannot expet the exat value will be found10, we annot use anexat value lookup. We'll have to use an approximate lookup. Thisrequires that the table be organized with time values in inreasingorder. Lukily, the thrust pro�le data already omplies with thisrequirement. Furthermore, in ase vlookup() annot �nd an exatmath, it will return as an approximate math the largest valuethat is less than the one sought. This is why we stored the slopeand interept values alongside the �rst (lesser time value) of thethrust data points.10In most ases, even when you think the values should be the same, omparisons basedon exat �oating point values is a bad idea. Even though the values appear the same, theymay di�er farther out in the deimals you are not atually seeing. In most ases, you wantto ompare �oating point numbers using some limit of preiseness, and say the numbers arethe same if their di�erene is less than your limit.



70 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASS(again, followed by their average). For example:Estes C6 Engine (from www.nar.org, exept total mass)8.817 Total Impulse (Ns) Delay(s) Eng Mass(g)10.800 Propellant Mass (g) 0 2312.200 Remaining Mass w/o Delay (g) 0 231.833 Delay Mass (g) Average(g) 23.0003 243 253 255 255 255 25Average(g) 24.833The web page ontains values you an use in the table. However,measuring your own values will probably re�et the reality of yourirumstanes more aurately, espeially if you use the engines youmeasure. In this spirit, I've listed values for some of the enginesI've measured (but, feel free to use the masses listed on the webpage instead if you hoose to). The �rst three ategories below areinput ells, the next two are derived, and the last two are outputells.Propellant Mass (g) A3. This value omes diretly from theroket engine web page.Engine Delay (s) G3:G4, G6:G11. These delay values are fromthe engines I measured.Engine Mass (g) H3:H4, H6:H11. These are the mass values Imeasured for the engines I had on hand.Average Engine Mass w/o Delay (g) H5. The average massof engines having a zero-seond delay: =average(H3:H4).Average Engine Mass w/Delay (g) H12. The average mass ofengines having a non-zero delay: =average(H6:H11).Remaining Mass w/o Delay (g) A4. The average mass of en-gines having a zero-seond delay minus the mass of the pro-pellant: =H5-A3.

19(using funtional notation that reminds us that the density ρ willvary with height h). Our reasoning thus far yields the followingdrag fore expression: −ρ(h)ACDv, however ...One �nal onsideration will shape our drag fore term. We willbase our reasoning4 on dimension analysis5. Dimension analysisis based on the priniple that expressions should have the propermeasurement units. For instane, the drag fore term should haveunits of fore: Newtons. We start with a drag term that inludesthe fators we've already mentioned, leaving the veloity part a bitgeneral:
−ρ(h)CDAf(v)In other words, rather than inluding veloity diretly as v,we inlude some funtion of veloity f(v), that ould be linear,quadrati, or even more ompliated in order to make the wholedrag fore ome out in units of fore (Netwons). Hopefully, thisintuitively makes sense so far: twie as muh drag surfae area givestwie as muh resistane to motion. The same goes for density:twie as muh density gives twie as muh resistane to motion.The drag oe�ient is just a knob that we dial up to 2 for surfaeshapes that ath the wind, and down to 0 for shapes that glidethrough the air freely.Now omes the triky part. If we measure air density in unitsof kg/m3, drag surfae area in m2, and make CD dimensionless (nounits, just a number), leaving aside for the moment the units of

f(v), then the produt of units so far is:

−ρ(h)CDAf(v) −→

kg

m3
·m2

·? =
kg

m
·?However, we want our drag term to be a fore and have units offore. Spei�ally, we want the units to be Newtons, or equivalently,4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_equation5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bukingham_%CF%80_theorem
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kg · m/s2. So we have kg/m, but we want kg · m/s2 and wehaven't yet taken into aount the fator f(v). However, sine wemeasure veloity in units of m/s, when we multiply by some powerof veloity v, we multiply the units by a power of m/s. It is noweasy to see that we an get units of fore by hanging f(v) into v2,multiplying kg/m by m2/s2. Furthermore, we follow a onventionin �uid mehanis of introduing the fator of 1/2 to make theveloity fator v2/2 look like a kineti energy term without themass6. Thus, our �nal drag term beomes:
−ρ(h)CDA

v2

2This drag term is the improvement we've been looking for.When we add it into our modi�ed fore equation from the lasthapter, our new and improved fore equation beomes:
Fe −mg − ρ(h)CDA

v2

2
= maOne we solve for aeleration, we an use the resulting equation thesame way we did in the last hapter, only with even more aurateresults. Let's divide through by the mass of the roket to �nd outhow to alulate the aeleration:

Fe

m
− g −

ρ(h)CDAv
2

2m
= aWhat to do about the air density? Rather than go into all ofthat right now, let's simplify and assume a onstant air densitynear ground level of approximately7 1.2 kg/m3. As we generatenumbers, we'll have to keep in mind that the drag will be slightlyless than alulated as the roket limbs higher, sine air densitydeeases with inreasing altitude.6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kineti_energy: In lassial mehanis, the kineti en-ergy of a non-rotating rigid body is given by E = mv2/2, where E is kineti energy, m ismass, and v is veloity. Notie that this has the same dimensions, in the MKS system itwould be kg ·m2/s2, as work whih is fore times distane or W = F · d.7http://www.engineeringtoolbox.om/air-altitude-density-volume-d_195.html

GENERATE DERIVED VALUES 69as we drag the formula down the table, but the seond ellreferene is relative, hanging the range to inlude all previousrows as we drag.
Total Impulse (Ns) A2. We'll need to aumulate all of the im-pulse values into the total impulse. We'll add them all up byentering the following formula in ell A2: =sum(E8:E39).

Engine Mass
We'll use a simple model of engine mass that onsists of only twoparts: the propellant mass, and the mass of the remaining (non-propellant) part of the engine. The propellant mass is entereddiretly from the web page. The remaining mass is ompliatedby the fat that there is a signi�ant di�erene in mass dependingon whether or not an engine has a delay (zero-seond delay en-gines are a few grams less). Also ompliating the remaining massportion are the slight variations with di�ering delays and roket en-gine manufaturing bathes (whih probably also e�et propellantmass).To deal with the added ompliation of variation in remainingmass, we'll onstrut a table and average some data. The table willonsist of two olumns, one for the delay in seonds, another for thetotal engine mass. The �rst few rows of the table ontain valuesfor zero-seond delay engines (followed by their average), and theremaining rows of the table ontain values for engine with delays



68 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASSabove. It is their average. It is almost as easy to alulate as theextreme values. This sort of geometri and algebrai manageabilityis one of the things that makes linear models nie to work with.Now, let's write it in more general symboli notation using thepoints (x1, y1) and (x2, y2):

(x2 − x1)y1 + (x2 − x1)(y2 − y1)/2 = (x2 − x1)(y2 + y1)/2That's about as far as we an go symbolially, but it is farenough to help us generate impulse values for suessive points inthe thrust pro�le. We'll translate this into a formula using relativereferenes and store the result in the row of the �rst point. Eventhough they are all outputs, I only olor the bakground of TotalImpulse as an output ell.Impulse (Ns) E8:E39. We'll translate our symboli expressionfor impulse desribed above into a formula using relative ellreferenes and enter it into ell E8 as: =(A9-A8)*(B9+B8)/2.Chek that the displayed value is similar to the numeri onewe alulated above. When you drag the formula down thetable, hek that the Impulse ells toward the end of the tableare zero when the orresponding Thrust value in that and thenext row are both zero (or missing). Chek that the displayedvalues are similar to the numeri values shown bak on page62.Used Impulse (Ns) F8:F39. When we inorporate engine massinto the spreadsheet, we'll need the aumulated impulse usedup to the time of the Thrust Pro�le table row. In order toform this value, we sum the values in previous rows of thetable. (We insist that the Impulse value in the row of labels,ell E7, be zero to simplify the formula.) We an then enterthe following formula into ell F8 as: =sum($E$7:E7).Notie that the �rst ell referene is absolute, staying onstant

21To alulate the drag aeleration for our roket from hap-ter 1 we'll need the drag surfae area, whih is approximately
0.00226356m2 (see exerise 2), and we'll guesstimate the drag oef-�ient as 0.7 (lose to the value for a long ylinder8, but somewhatmore streamlined). This yields the following drag aeleration term

−ρ(h)CDAv
2

2m
≈

−1.2(0.7)(0.00226356)

2(0.143)
v2 ≈ −0.0066482v2We are �nally ready to generate some numbers. We'll add an-other olumn to the table to help us keep trak of the ontributionof the drag term and round o� values at 4 deimal plaes:Time Fe/m− g −ρ(h)CDAv

2/2m a v h(s) (m/s2) (m/s2) (m/s2) (m/s) (m)0.00 32.1514 0.0000 32.1514 0.0000 0.00000.01 32.1514 0.0000 32.1514 0.3215 0.00000.02 32.1514 -0.0007 32.1407 0.6430 0.00320.03 32.1514 -0.0027 32.1486 0.9645 0.00960.04 32.1514 -0.0062 32.1452 1.2860 0.0193... ... ... ... ... ...0.50 32.1514 -1.5999 30.5515 15.8190 3.9085... ... ... ...1.48 32.1514 -11.3142 20.8372 41.4630 32.63951.49 32.1514 -11.4295 20.7219 41.8786 33.05421.50 -9.8066 -11.5446 -21.3513 41.8786 33.47091.51 -9.8066 -11.6597 -21.4664 41.6651 33.88971.52 -9.8066 -11.5411 -21.3478 41.4504 34.3063... ... ... ...4.73 -9.8066 -0.0001 -9.8068 0.0339 92.30124.74 -9.8066 0.0000 -9.8067 -0.0642 92.30154.75 -9.8066 0.0000 -9.8066 -0.1622 92.30084.76 -9.8066 0.0002 -9.8065 -0.2603 92.2992... ... ... ...With this table of numbers before us, let me point out a fewinteresting properties. First and foremost we notie that the dragontribution does indeed inrease at higher veloities, reduing the8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_oe�ient



22 CHAPTER 2. DRAGaeleration by over a third. At maximum veloity the e�et onveloity is not that pronouned, only about 20 perent. However,the overall e�et of drag on the apogee (maximum height) throughthe redued veloity is dramati. Chapter 1 exerise 7 asks you toalulate the apogee without drag, giving a value lose to 154.75meters. Here we �nd a value lose to 92.3 meters, about 60% of thevalue without drag. The veloity redution of 20% aumulates tomake a dramati 60% di�erene in the maximum height.Next notie the apogee values, predited to our sometime near4.74 seonds. The veloity is so small, with relatively small ael-eration, that the roket seems to just hang in the air for a moment.Furthermore, as the veloity rosses from positive to negative, thedrag ontribution rosses from negative to positive, a sort of se-ondary e�et to redue aeleration and thereby resist motion. Theinreasing drag would be important if we wanted to know (see ex-erises 5 and 6) how long the roket would take to hit the groundwithout a parahute, streamer, or other mehanism to slow the fall,but this is something we try to avoid so that we don't break any-thing (inluding the roket). This brings us to the next key point:the apogee ours approximately 4.74− 1.50 = 3.24 seonds afterthe engine burn uts o�, so that a 3 seond delay is just aboutright9 for parahute deployment (or other drag inreasing meh-anism). The time from engine ut-o� until apogee is known asoast time. We want to math the roket engine delay as loselyas possible to the oast time to ahieve maximum height and avoiddamaging the parahute. See exerise 9 of hapter 1.Finally, let's talk about alulating all these numbers. While itis theoretially possible to alulate them all by hand (or with ahandheld alulator), my personal preferene is to set up a spread-sheet to do it all, though you ould also write a program to generatethem. In the next hapter we'll take a look at reating a spread-sheet to automate the alulations, but �rst, try your hand at someof the following exerises.9The engines with the losest delay to 3.26 seonds that I an easily obtain are eitherC6-3 or C6-5 engines.

GENERATE DERIVED VALUES 67

For the non-onstant thrust pro�le, we ould break the timeperiod into smaller and smaller setions, using an appropriate on-stant thrust value for eah setion. However, with eah smallersubdivision we are approximating ever more losely the area under9the thrust pro�le. This is the geometri reasoning that suggests wewant the Newton-seond area under the thrust pro�le urve for theimpulse of the time period.To �nd the impulse using our diagonal thrust pro�le line, we'llwant the area of the lower retangle plus the area of the trian-gle having the diagonal as hypotenuse (half the area of the upperretangle). We an �nd the impulse for this time period as:

(0.092 s −0.031 s)0.946N + (0.092 s− 0.031 s)(4.826N − 0.946N)/2

= (0.092 s− 0.031 s)(4.826N + 0.946N)/2

= (0.061 s)(5.772N)/2

= (0.061 s)(2.886N)

= 0.176046NsYou may notie from either the geometry or the alulation, thatthis value is half way between the two extreme values we alulated9The aumulation of the area under the graph of a funtion like the thrust pro�le isknown as integration in more advaned mathematis suh as Calulus. Using tools fromCalulus allows more general, aurate, and e�ient work with funtions of physis androketry, but is beyond the sope of this pamphlet.



66 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASStable are zero, even though there are no orresponding Thrustvalues.Interept (N) D8:D39. We'll translate our symboli expressionfor the interept desribed above into a formula using relativeell referenes and enter it into ell D8 as: =B8-C8*A8.Again, when you drag the formula down the table, hek thatthe 2nd row entry is lose to the approximate value we alu-lated above.
Engine Impulse

To estimate the amount of fuel used (or remaining) at a given time,we'll need to alulate the impulse inherent in the thrust pro�ledata. To do this, we'll alulate the impulse between pairs of thrustpoints and store the resulting impulse values in the Impulse olumnfor the �rst point of eah pair. Let's look at this in more detail.We'll start, as before, with the following pair of suessive thrustmeasurement points: (0.031 s, 0.946N) and (0.092 s, 4.826N). Ifthe thrust were onstant, say 0.946 Newtons for the whole timeperiod, then we'd have an impulse of (0.092 s− 0.031 s)0.945N =
0.057706Ns for the time period. On the other hand, if the thrustwere a onstant 4.826 Newtons for the whole time period, we'd havean impulse of (0.092 s − 0.031 s)4.826 N = 0.294386 Ns for thetime period. In eah ase, the value would just be the area underthe urve.

EXERCISES 23Exerises1. Use the following unit equivalenes to onvert 48.225m/s intounits of miles per hour (mph).
100 cm = 1m

2.54 cm = 1 in

12 in = 1 ft

5280 ft = 1mi

60 s = 1min

60min = 1 hr[Hint: Let's look at a onversion of 100 cm into feet. Sine

2.54cm = 1in, and 12in = 1ft, we know that 1 = 1in/2.54cm,that 1 = 1 ft/12 in and that we an always multiply anythingby 1 and keep it equal to itself, so we an multiply in a waythat units anel, onverting cm to ft as follows:

100 cm ·

1 in

2.54 cm
·

1 ft

12 in
=

100

2.54 · 12
ftUse the same idea to onvert 48.225m/s by onverting bothmeters to miles and seonds to hours all in one long produtof veloity and onversion fators.℄2. Calulate the area of a roket that has a ylindrial body witha diameter of 1 + 51/64 in with 4 �ns that measure 1/8 inthik and would make a 5 + 11/16 in diameter irle if yourotated the roket around its body-ylinder axis (see the di-agram on the next page). [Hint: The area of a irle is πr2.To onvert square inhes into square entimeters, multiply by

(2.54 cm/in)2. To onvert square entimeters to square me-ters, multiply by (1m/100 cm)2.℄



24 CHAPTER 2. DRAG

3. Suppose a roket with a drag surfae area A = 0.00226 m2and a drag oe�ient CD = 0.7 is moving with a veloity

v = 42.086 m/s. Using an air density ρ = 1.2 kg/m, al-ulate our estimate of the drag fore ρCDAv
2/2. Now divideby the roket mass m = 0.143 kg to �nd the orrespondingaeleration.4. Suppose you make a small hange in the shape of the roketthat redues the drag oe�ient by 10%. Do you think thee�et on maximum veloity will be greater than, less than, orequal to 10%? Why? How about the e�et on apogee? Why?5. Notiing from the table on page 21 that the roket is expetedto oast for about 3.24 seonds from a veloity of approxi-mately 42m/s, do you think the speed of the roket would bemore, equal, or less than about 42 m/s after falling for 3.24seonds without a parahute (or similar devie)? Why? [Hint:Consider the aeleration on the way up and the way down.Is it the same?℄6. There is an interesting ondition for the veloity that ourswhen the drag exatly anels the gravitational fore pullingthe roket down. We all this the terminal veloity.(a) What an you say about the hange in veloity of thefalling roket at terminal veloity?(b) Write an equation that sets the drag fore term equal tothe gravitational fore pulling the roket down by equatingthe gravitational fore −mg to the drag fore ρCDAv

2/2

GENERATE DERIVED VALUES 65let's review this, rewriting it more symbolially, so we'll know howto inorporate it into the spreadsheet more easily.We started with two onseutive points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2).We then found the proportion of the hange in vertial-axis values,

y2−y1, to the hange in horizontal axis values, x2−x1, and formedthe slope of the line as the ratio M = (y2 − y1)/(x2 − x1) thatonverts horizontal units to vertial units.To �nd the interept B of the line, we'll simply plug our �rstpoint (0.031 s, 0.946 N) and the approximate slope, 63.607 N/s,into the slope-interept equation for a line, y = Mx+B, and solvefor B to �nd an approximate value of -1.029:

0.946 = 63.607 · 0.031 + B

0.946 = 1.974607 + B

−1.029 ≈ BSymbolially, we write this as: y1 = Mx1+B or B = y1−Mx1.This gives us the formula for B in terms ofM and the �rst point

(x1, y1), and we are ready to inorporate this into the EstesC6 en-gine thrust sheet. Furthermore, we have already alulated somenumeri values to hek against. We'll enter the formulas into the�rst row of the thrust table for the engine and then drag the formu-las down the table. Notie in our symboli expressions, that the y'sorrespond to thrust, and the x's orrespond to time. Even thoughthe following ells are outputs, I leave their bakgrounds unolored.Slope (N/s) C8:C39. We'll translate our symboli expression forslope desribed above into a formula using relative ell refer-enes and enter it into ell C8 as: =(B9-B8)/(A9-A8).When you drag the formula down the table, hek that the2nd row entry is lose to the approximate value we alulatedabove. Also, notie that the Slope ells toward the end of the



64 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASSwe'll �nd the slopeM and interept B for the pairs of points andstore these values in the spreadsheet alongside the 1st point of thepair.For example, onsider the suessive thrust measurement points

(0.031s, 0.946N) and (0.092s, 4.826N). First, let's �nd the slope

M as the proportion of thrust in Newtons to number of seondsfor this time-setion of the thrust urve. We'll need to know notonly an inrement of time in seonds, but also the orresponding,equivalent7 inrement of thrust in Newtons for this line segmentsetion of the thrust urve:
From the diagram we an see that for this setion of the urve,3.880 Newtons is proportional to 0.061 seonds, so that we an�nd the slope M as the ratio 3.880 N/0.061 s or approximately

63.607 N/s. M is a sort of onversion8 from seonds to Newtonsfor this spei� line segment. Before we move on to the interept,7This equivalene of inrements gives us a onversion fator from seonds to Newtons forthis part of the urve in muh the same way as equivalent measurement units did in exerise1 of hapter 2.8The slope M is a onversion fator of inrements. With inrements, the origin (loationof zero) of seonds or Newtons does not matter. If what you are alling time 0 and 1 seondsis what I am alling time 10 and 11 seonds, then we an still both agree that the inrementis 1 seond even if our wathes are not synhronized. One we aount for the origin withan o�set B, we get the onversion from seonds to Newtons graphially depited by the linesegment here.

EXERCISES 25(on the way down there is no minus sign sine the dragpushes up).() Plug the numbers from the text into the equation.(d) Solve the equation in part () by manipulating the equa-tion to �rst get v2 by itself on one side of the equation,then take the square roots of both sides to solve for v.Make sure you inlude measurement units in the equa-tion and arry them all the way through so that you havemeaningful units for the terminal veloity solution.7. How would inreased humidity a�et the drag?



26 CHAPTER 2. DRAG GENERATE DERIVED VALUES 63Mass ells (disussed later) form the input ells of the roket enginesheet, olor their bakground aordingly. The remaining ells we'lltalk more about in the following setions.Time (s) A8:A39. These values (exept for the �rst set of zerosand later Time values as desribed above) also ome diretlyfrom the web page.Thrust (N) B8:B39. These values (exept for the �rst set of zerosas desribed above) also ome diretly from the web page.Generate Derived ValuesThe values derived from the engine data fall into three ategories:Thrust Pro�le, Engine Impulse, and Engine Mass . We'll look ateah of these in order.Thrust Pro�leIn order to take advantage of the thrust at eah time inrementof our trajetory alulations, we'll need to �nd th thrust for eahtime inrement. However, our time inrements do not math thethrust data points we've gathered. To resolve this problem, we'lltake the approah of using a line segment to span the distanebetween two sample points. Then we'll use the line to �nd valuesof thrust for times between two data points. Finding appropriatevalues between data points (espeially in tabulated data) is knownas interpolation, and sine we are using a line to �nd the valuesbetween the points, it is known as linear interpolation6.Reall the equation of a line, y = Mx + B, from exerise 11 ofhapter 1. For eah pair of suessive thrust measurement points,6Another way to think of this is as follows. Think of the thrust pro�le (the thrust urve)as a time-varying funtion: given a time, it yields a thrust value. We approximate the thrustfuntion in piees (or pieewise), with eah piee being a line segment. We end up with apieewise linear approximation of the thrust funtion.



62 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASSshould appear. Make the seletions so that the data is depositedin the appropriate number of rows by two olumns (in our EstesC6 ase, ells A8:B31). Now go bak up to ells A8:B8 and enterzero in eah (this is missing in the data sets I've seen). Selet theell range A8:E39 and format for numeri values with three deimalplaes. Finally, enter Time values (to the next biggest tenth of aseond, inrementing by a tenth of a seond) for the remaining ellsof the table so that we have values for the full table. Our use of the

vlookup() spreadsheet funtion will require Time values in everyslot of the table, starting with zero and inreasing as you movedown the table.Estes C6 Engine (from www.nar.org, exept total mass)8.817 Total Impulse (Ns)10.800 Propellant Mass (g)12.200 Remaining Mass w/o Delay (g)1.833 Delay Mass (g)Time(s) Thrust(N) Slope M Intpt B Impls(Ns) Used(Ns)0.000 0.000 30.516 0.000 0.015 0.0000.031 0.946 63.607 -1.026 0.176 0.0150.092 4.826 108.723 -5.177 0.347 1.191... ... ... ... ... ...1.834 2.993 -123.692 229.785 0.028 8.7811.847 1.325 -101.923 189.577 0.028 8.8091.860 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0001.900 0.000 0.000 0.0002.000 0.000 0.000 0.000... ... ... ... ...We'll have a separate sheet for eah of the di�erent engines wewant to model in the Trajetory spreadsheet, and look up the sheetby the name on the tab. It is important that we put the thrustdata in the same plae for eah of the di�erent engines sheets,so that when we look things up based on the engine name, we�nd the values we're looking for in the same plae on eah sheet.Furthermore, the remaining spreadsheet struture should also bethe same for eah.The Time and Thrust values together with some of the Engine
Chapter 3

Automate via Spreadsheet

In order to be able to automate alulations, hek results, andreognize and �x problems, it really is neessary to understand thealulations involved with trajetory estimations, and to do enoughof them by hand that you get a good feeling for what is going on.However, when you have a set of thousands of detailed alulationsthat hange eah time you hange a parameter, there is no substi-tution for some sort of automation suh as a spreadsheet. Think ofa spreadsheet as a speial purpose programming language designedspei�ally for organizing, alulating, and displaying numbers inthe easiest general-purpose way possible. Rather than just leaveyou to it, disovering the highlights and pitfalls on your own, I'dlike to o�er the following advie to help you get started.I'll try to keep the disussion here at the right level, but if itseems that I'm overstating the obvious feel free to skim the text(or skip it altogether) and get down to the business of automatingyour trajetory estimates. On the other hand if it seems that Iam going too fast or talking in gibberish without explaining what'sgoing on, you may have to ask someone for help, rak open eithera spreadsheet manual or tutorial, then ome bak here and give itanother go.At the most basi level, a spreadsheet is a matrix (a two di-mensional table of rows and olumns) of ells. The rows are la-beled with numbers, starting with 1 in the top-most row, and the27



28 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETolumns are labeled with letters, starting with A in the left-mostolumn. Eah ell is spei�ed with a olumn and row, suh as D3,and an display either text or a numeri value. You an think ofeah numeri ell as a alulator that an hold either a number,or the result of a alulation spei�ed by a formula.

Formulas an referene (use the numeri values from) otherells in the spreadsheet. For example, you an enter a formula intoell C3 that adds the values of ells A1 and B2 by moving the ursorover the C3 ell, left-liking it, and typing in: =A1+B2. This ellwill now display the sum of the numeri values of ells A1 and B2.Changing the value in ell A1 or B2 will hange the result thatis displayed in ell C3. Other ells an use the value ell C3 fortheir alulations. This is a good point to do exerises 1 and 2 tofamiliarize yourself with what we've overed so far if you haven'tused spreadsheets before, or you've only used one a few times andyou'd like to pratie.Now, let's talk about the di�erent kinds of ells that we'll useto organize our spreadsheet and alulations. There will be inputells, where we enter numbers that we've measured (suh as themass of the roket in grams, diameter of the body in inhes), or textvalues that we'll use to speify information (suh as the name of theroket or the type of engine (C6-3)). It will also be useful to havepre-proessed inputs, results of onversions or reombinations ofinputs, that we'll all derived input ells ontaining suh thingsas drag surfae area, and roket mass. Next, we'll have the traje-tory alulation ells that generate various numbers that form
LOAD ENGINE THRUST DATA 610 .231 7 .3810 .248 6 .1510 .292 5 .4890 .370 4 .9210 .475 4 .4480 .671 4 .2580 .702 4 .5420 .723 4 .1640 .850 4 .4481 .063 4 .3531 .211 4 .3531 .242 4 .0691 .303 4 .2581 .468 4 .3531 .656 4 .4481 .821 4 .4481 .834 2 .9331 .847 1 .3251 .860 0 .000Now, open your trajetory estimate spreadsheet and notie thetabs at the bottom of the page. Eah tab orresponds to onespreadsheet. Usually there are three sheets per �le (named Sheet1 ,Sheet2 , and Sheet3 , but you an Insert , Append , or Remove sheetsby right-liking a tab and making the appropriate seletion. Right-lik on the trajetory estimate sheet tab and Rename it to Tra-jetory or something similar. Next right-lik on the tab to theright and Rename it to something like EstesC6 . Notie that thisalso makes the sheet ative (brings it to the front so you an enterdata).Copy the data to the lipboard as follows. Make the windowwith the roket engine thrust ative. Selet the thrust data (left-lik in the upper left orner of the displayed numbers, drag down tothe lower right orner while holding the lik, then release). Copyit to the lipboard (selet Edit , then Copy from the PDF viewerpull-down menu).Finally, paste the data into the spreadsheet as follows. Makethe spreadsheet window ative. Position the ursor over the A9 ell,right-lik, and selet Paste. A Text Import Dialog box (or similar)



60 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASSappropriate viewer on your omputer sreen. The resemblane ofthe thrust pro�le plot to the burn front progression graph on page4 gives us on�dene in our theoretial model.Advane to the seond page of the doument that lists the thrustpro�le as one pair of numbers per line. The �rst number is the timein seonds and the seond is the thrust in Newtons . You'll opyand paste these values into your spreadsheet in the next setion.If you are using a roket engine for whih you an't �nd a de-tailed thrust pro�le, don't despair. There are options, but theyrequire more work. One possibility is to adapt the theoretial modelwe developed above to desribe the engine you are using so that theresulting trajetory estimates are improved4. The main problemswill be knowing how to adapt the model and knowing how lose toreality the model is. This brings us to a seond option, whih is,to measure the thrust pro�le yourself, under the supervision of aquali�ed person (hek with a loal middle or high shool sieneteaher, they will probably want to set it up so that students antake part or observe)5.Load Engine Thrust DataWe'll assume the thrust pro�le data for the engine, an Estes C6engine in our example ase, is displayed in a window on you om-puter and that you an opy it into your lipboard. Again, thedata should be in a format that has the thrust pro�le as one pair ofnumbers per line, the �rst being the time in seonds and the seondbeing the thrust in Newtons:0 .031 0 .9460 .092 4 .8260 .139 9 .9360 .192 14 .090 .209 11.4464If you do this, I'll be interested in the details.5Again, if you take this route I'll be interested in the details.

29the trajetory estimates using spreadsheet formulas. In additionwe'll have post-proessing ells ontaining spreadsheet formulas toalulate important results suh as apogee, maximum veloity andsuh, that we'll all output ells.In addition, to help ourselves and others use the spreadsheet,we'll use omment ells ontaining either formatting text or usefulinformation about the spreadsheet. Furthermore, to make thingseven easier, we'll olor the bakground of ells depending on theirtype. The sheme I use is green for input ells, yellow for derivedinput ells, orange for output ells, lear bakground (white) foromment and intermediate alulation ells, and gray for headingsand titles.Before we go any farther, I should also say a ouple of thingsabout spei� spreadsheet programs sine they di�er slightly. Theinstrutions in the hapter work with the Gnumeri1 spreadsheet,version 1.8.2. However, the same instrutions should also workwith eitherMirosoft Exel 2, or OpenO�e Cal3 with the followingdi�erenes that matter to us:

• Funtion names in Gnumeri are in lower ase, but in Exeland Cal are in upper ase.

• Funtion parameters are separated with ommas in Gnumeriand Exel , but with semiolons in Cal.

• The vlookup() spreadsheet funtion in Gnumeric has an op-tional 5th parameter that Exel doesn't, but we don't use itanyway. We'll look at this funtion more losely in the DerivedInputs setion below.For example, we'd enter a formula suh as =sum(A1,A2,C3:C5) forGnumeri, but for Exel we'd enter =SUM(A1,A2,C3:C5), and forCal we'd enter: =SUM(A1;A2;C3:C5).1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gnumeri2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mirosoft_Exel3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenO�e.org_Cal



30 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETInput CellsIt is better to keep the input ells in the upper left part of thespreadsheet, the default home position4, beause this is the areathat will show up in the window when you open the spreadsheet.On the next page is an example of what I am talking about andwe'll go through it all in detail below, but �rst let me explain aboutthe antiquated inhes measuring units.Most of my measurement tools are from my wood-shop where Ido most of mymeasuring in inhes and frations of inhes. However,this being a spreadsheet, meters or entimeters or whatever, areonly a short onversion away (take a look bak at exerise 1 inhapter 2). Furthermore, a measurement suh as 1+51/64 inhesan be entered just as it is typed, provided you preede it with anequals sign (=) to tell the spreadsheet you are entering a numeriexpression. It will then show up in the spreadsheet as 1.797 if theell is formatted to show 3 digits of preision.Roket Trajetory Estimation SpreadsheetRoket Properties Fins DragMass Drag Body Num Thik Dia Area AreaName (g) Coe� Dia (in) (in) (in) (in^2) (m^2)RedPhoenix 143 0.700 1.797 4.000 0.125 5.688RedDevil 283 0.700 1.797 4.000 0.125 5.688Flight Combination Trajetory ConstantsRedPhoenix Roket 1.20000 Air Density (kg/m^3)EstesC6 Engine 9.80665 Gravitational Aeleration (m/s^2)0.01000 Time Inrement (s)9.00000 Total Impulse (Ns)6.00000 Average Thrust (Ns)Let me say a few words about formatting. In order to haveyour table look like the one in this pamphlet, you'll need to do4The <Ctrl><Home> key ombination will take you to the home position in the spread-sheet.

GATHER ENGINE DATA 59How an we inorporate all of this into improved trajetory es-timates? At this point, there is no way around the use of a spread-sheet or omputer program, and the best way for us to proeed isto use the spreadsheet onstruted in exerise 5 of hapter 3. Thegeneral plan is as follows.We'll gather data for the engine of interest. Load it into ourspreadsheet. Generate the derived values that we'll need. Mod-ify the Thrust olumn of the spreadsheet to use tabulated thrustdata via interpolated table lookup. Modify the Aeleration with-out Drag and Drag olumns of the spreadsheet to use adjusted mass(due to burned propellant). Finally, we'll ompare results from themore aurate engine model to results of the onstant-thrust model.Gather Engine DataWe start with atual engine thrust pro�les of the roket engine ofhoie. Thanks to the National Assoiation of Roketry3, the thrustpro�les for many of the ommerially available roket engines arereadily available on the internet at the following URLs:

• http://www.nar/org/

• http://www.thrusturve.org/

• http://www.modelrokets.us/thrusturves.php

• http://www.redarrowhobbies.om/estes_model_roket_engines.htmFor example, navigate your way on http://www.nar.org/ to theRoket Motor Information link in the menu on the left margin ofthe page, then to the NAR Certi�ed Motors link in the pop-upmenu, then sroll down the table and lik the C6 link for motorsmanufatured by Estes. This should bring up a PDF �le in an3http://www.nar.org/



58 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASSTime (mm) Surfae Area (mm^2)7 3148 2019 17010 17011 17012 17013 17014 170... ...Let's take a look at that graphially:

Reall the reasoning that the surfae area of the burn is pro-portional to the engine thrust and suddenly you are looking at therough shape (an estimate using our simplisti theoretial model)of the engine thrust pro�le! It isn't nearly the onstnat enginethrust pro�le we used in our trajetory alulations of the previoushapters. Furthermore, as the fuel burns, the engine mass dereasesand further a�ets the trajetory alulations.

INPUT CELLS 31some formatting. First, from the main menu, selet Format , thenColumn, then Standard Width and enter the value 66 (points).Next, with the Roket Properties table rows starting at ell A6and extending though ells I9 (we write this ell range as A6:I9),selet the ell range D6:I9 as follows. Move the ursor over ell D6,left-lik and hold the lik while you drag the ursor over to ell I9,then release. The seleted range of ells D6:I9 should be highlightedin a di�erent olor with a bounding box around the perimeter.Now that you have seleted the range of ells, right-lik inside thebox and selet Format Cells from the pop-up menu. Be sure theNumber tab is seleted, then selet Number as the Category , srollthe number of Deimal plaes to 3, and lik OK . Similarly, seletthe ell range J6:J9, and set the number of deimal plaes to 5.Let me also say a word about the abbreviated labels. I keptthem short so the table would �t on this page. In the spreadsheetthey an be longer and more desriptive. Just as important asdesriptive names are the units of the measurement the spreadsheetis designed to use. There is an old saying in Computer Siene:Garbage in, garbage out. So, let's help ourselves remember whatsort of values the numbers represent by inluding units in the labels.Roket PropertiesAs you probably already have guessed, the roket property ellswill be one of the most important interfaes for anyone using thespreadsheet. They should be prominent, well marked, and easy tounderstand. We'll organize these as a table for various rokets, asone you are involved in roketry, you will probably have more thanone roket you'd like to analyze and keep all in one spreadsheet.Let's use a table with three rows to start.Name (string) A6:A8. Be onsistent with your names as theyare searhed against using the vlookup() spreadsheet funtion(see Flight Combination below).



32 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETMass (g) C6:C8. The mass in grams of the roket inluding any-thing it will arry on its journey.Drag Coe�ient (unitless) D6:D8. This really depends on theshape of your roket, but as mentioned in hapter 2, I use 0.7.This value is used in the trajetory table to alulate drag.Body Diameter (in) E6:E8. Vernier alipers work well to mea-sure diameters like this, but if you don't have a set and yourroket has a onstant diameter all the way down to bottom,just use a ruler at the bottom of the roket. If you have a moreompliated roket that has several di�erent vertially alignedbody diameters, measure the largest one. This measurementis used in the alulation of the drag surfae area.Number of Fins (unitless) F6:F8. The number of �ns aroundthe body of the roket. We'll need this to alulate the dragsurfae area.Fin Thikness (in) G6:G8. The thikness of the �n. The thikerthe �n, the more drag surfae area.Fin Diameter (in) H6:H8. The diameter of the �ns measured asfollows. When you spin the roket along its vertial axis, thepoints of the �ns furthest away from the axis make a irle. Wewant the diameter of that irle (see the diagram for hapter 2exerise 2). If there are an even number of evenly spaed �ns,this is easy to measure right from the roket with with vernieralipers or a ruler. For the ase of three �ns, see exerise 9.Flight CombinationThese speify to whih roket and engine ombination the traje-tory alulations apply. Both of these �elds are names that areused as parameters in the vlookup() spreadsheet funtion. To saveyourself grief, be onsistent with names and spelling.Roket (string) A11. The name of the roket to lookup in theRoket Properties table.

57proportional to the area of the burn surfae. It turns out that thesurfae area of a sphere is proportional to the square of its radius(4πr2 to be preise), just as the perimeter of a irle is proportionalto its radius (2πr).We'll take snapshots of the burn front as it progresses from igni-tion onward, with the snapshots equally spaed in time so that burnsurfae advanes about one millimeter for eah snapshot. Now, theinside diameter of a C6-X roket engine asing is about 12 millime-ters, so let's take a look at how the surfae area develops, measuringtime in millimeters of burn, up until the burn front hits the ylinderwalls. Note that 4π is approximately 12.566:

Time (mm) Time^2 (mm^2) Surfae Area (mm^2)0 0 01 1 12.62 4 50.33 9 113.14 16 201.15 25 314.26 36 452.4

At this point, the burning spherial surfae starts to run out offuel at the ylinder walls of the roket engine asing, and dereasesin size steadily, approahing a urved, disk-shaped plunger of �removing up the inside of the roket engine ylinder. From our di-agram, we an guess that the time from hitting the ylinder wallsuntil there is only a disk shaped plunger of �re will take about 2or 3 snapshots. At this point, the 1/2 sphere surfae area is about226.2 square millimeters, but the area of a disk with a 6 millimeterradius is π62 or about 3.14 · 36 = 113.04 square millimeters. Let'ssay the urved disk has a surfae area that is the average of thesetwo, about 170 square millimeters. Then we might reasonably �llin the rest of the table as follows:



56 CHAPTER 4. ENGINE THRUST AND MASS

Notie the shallow hole in the bottom of the roket engine. Thisis where the igniter is inserted and ignites the fuel (a substanesimilar to blak powder or gun powder, only paked and boundinto a ylindrial solid). The fuel starts burning at the ignitionpoint and spreads from there in a uniform way.The engine thrust results from the mass of the gasses produed(approximately equal to the mass of the fuel) aelerating out thebottom of the roket engine (F = ma). The gasses are produedso fast that they push in all diretions. The plae with the leastresistane is the bottom of the engine where the gas aelerates out.The shape of the exhaust hole (alled a venturi) is important to theproperties of the hot gas exhaust jet and thereby the funtioningof the engine.Newton's law of equal ation and reation tells us that thisaelerating matter (hot exhaust gas) is transformed into an equalfore pushing the roket engine in the opposite diretion of the gasmass aeleration. Furthermore, we an now see that the fore isin diret proportion to the amount of fuel burning, whih is anexpanding ball of �re.Let's assume the fuel burns in a homogeneous way (equal amountsand speeds in all diretions) so that the resulting burn surfae (orburn front) is spherial in shape, at least at �rst. Furthermore,we'll assume that the amount of fore produed at a given time is
INPUT CELLS 33Engine (string) A12. Eventually, your spreadsheet will use thisto look up engine properties, but for now it is just informative.Trajetory ConstantsWe use these onstants in our alulations and ould ode themdiretly into the table. However, it is muh easier to hange thevalues one here, rather than hange them (orretly) everywherethey are used throughout the spreadsheet (without missing any).These values might hange at some point (on a humid day, on topof a mountain, or if you need some really aurate estimates).Air Density (kg/m^3) F11. As mentioned in hapter 2, we'lluse 1.2 kg/m3(air at sea level and low humidity).Gravitational Aeleration (m/s^2) F12. As in hapters 1and 2, we'll assume the roket is lose to the earth's surfaeand use 9.80665m/s2.Time Inrement (s) F13. As in hapters 1 and 2, let's use 0.01seonds.Total Impulse (Ns) F14. This is the total impulse or thrust sup-plied by the roket engine. In our immediate ase of a C6-Xengine, it is 9 Newton seonds.Average Thrust (N) F15. This is the average thrust supplied bythe roket engine. In our immediate ase of a C6-X engine, itis 6 Newtons.Initial ConditionsEven though these two numbers are loated in the Trajetory Cal-ulations table below, they really are inputs that speify the initialmotion of the roket and deserve a desription here. More spei�-ally, to alulate the trajetory of the roket we need to know both



34 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETwhere it is initially, and how it is already moving before we startto apply veloity and height inrements. In most ases, we'll enterzeros for both, but in ase you investigate multistage roketry (seeexerise 8), you'll enter di�erent values here for suessive stages.Trajetory Calulations Initial Veloity F28. The initial ve-loity of the roket in meters per seond. It may be moreonvenient to enter this when you reate the Trajetory Cal-ulations table below, but don't forget to use a olored bak-ground for the ell.Trajetory Calulations Initial Height G28. The initial heightof the roket in meters. Again, it may be more onvenient toenter this when you reate the Trajetory Calulations tablebelow, but don't forget to use a olored bakground for theell.

Chapter 4
Engine Thrust and Mass

Now that we've overed the basi alulations, drag, and spread-sheets, we are ready to �ne tune our trajetory estimates evenmore. Using the spreadsheet you onstruted for exerise 5 of thelast hapter, let's take a look at the di�erene 25 grams (about themass of a C6-X engine), will make in the trajetory. Here are someof the output ell values:Roket Mass (g) 143 168Apogee Height (m) 93.1199 75.9002Apogee Time (s) 4.7600 4.5000Maximum Veloity (m/s) 42.0846 35.3644As the engines get bigger (D, E, and beyond), their mass beomea more signi�ant fator in the trajetory. Also, remember thatlong before apogee, it is the mass of the fuel that has burned intogas and been left behind in Newton's third law of motion (ationand reation1) that reating the roket engine thrust.At this point we need to understand how the fuel burns in moredetail to ome up with a better model of engine thrust and mass2.Let's take a look at a typial roket engine in the �gure below.`1One wording of Newton's third law is: To every ation there is an equal and oppositereation. Here, ation means momentum (the produt of mass and veloity, in symbols

mv), and the law is more widely known in modern physis as the onservation of momentum.2Thanks to Keith Pakard for explaining this to me55



54 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEET DERIVED INPUTS 35Derived InputsThese are ells that use spreadsheet formulas to determine their nu-meri value. Some will use numeri expressions, others will use the
vlookup() spreadsheet funtion. Either way, the values in the ellsreferene the input ells, but are themselves inputs to the trajetoryalulations. We isolate them here to help simplify alulations andmake them more omprehensible.Roket Trajetory Estimation SpreadsheetRoket Properties: Fins DragMass Drag Body # Thik Dia Area AreaName (g) Coe� Dia (in) (in) (in^2) (m^2)3.509 0.002263.509 0.00226Flight Combination: Trajetory Constants:Roket Air Density (kg/m^3)Engine Gravitational Aeleration (m/s^2)Time Inrement (s)Total Impulse (Ns)Average Thrust (N)Derived Trajetory Inputs:0.14300 Roket Mass (kg)0.70000 Drag Coe�ient (unitless)0.00226 Drag Surfae Area (m^2)

Roket PropertiesWe already have all the inputs required to determine the drag sur-fae area, so let's let the spreadsheet alulate it from the ompo-nents, then onvert it into MKS units.At this point we'll need a tehnique I all dragging formulas.To start, you'll enter the formulas into the the �rst row of thetable: ells I6 and J6 as desribed below. Next, selet the ell



36 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETrange I6:J6. At this point you should have a box around the I6 andJ6 ells with a square blak dot at the lower right hand orner ofthe box. Move the ursor over the blak dot (it should hange to aross-hair), then left-lik and drag down until the I and J olumnsare highlighted for the remaining two rows of the table. Releasethe left mouse button and the spreadsheet should have opied theformulas into the remaining rows of the table for you. Try exerise4 to beome more familiar with dragging formulas and absolutevs relative referenes. If all this seems a bit too muh to digest(even after a few tries), perhaps you an �nd a tutorial for yourspreadsheet program to help you work through and beome morefamiliar these sorts of ations.Drag Area (in^2) I6:I8. For this ell we'll need some basi ge-ometri formulas. We'll treat the drag surfae area of the�ns as retangles that have a length that starts at the roketbody diameter (ell E6) and extends to the �n diameter (ellH6). Notie that this is only half the distane H6-E6, so thatwhen we multiply by the �n width (ell G6) the area of a sin-gle �n retangle will be G6*(H6-E6)/2. Multiplying by thenumber of �ns (ell F6) gives us the area of all the �ns asF6*G6*(H6-E6)/2.Now we'll add in the area due to the roket nose one, as-suming that it eventually takes on the area of the irularross-setion of the widest part of roket body. We'll use thefollowing formula for the area of a irle of radius r: πr2. Wehave the diameter of the roket body in ell E6, and an getthe value of π from the funtion pi(), so we an alulate thearea of the body as: pi()*(E6/2)^2.For the �nal formula, we simply add together the two areas:=pi()*(E6/2)^2+F6*G6*(H6-E6)/2. Notie that sine all ofthe input dimensions are measured in inhes, the resulting areais in square inhes.Drag Area (m^2) J6:J8. To onvert from square inhes to squaremeters, we generate the onversion fator using the following
EXERCISES 53the �nal point A of the triangle, move the anhor of theompass from point B to point C and swing an ar thatintersets the previous ar to form point A. (See diagramon next page.)

(b) Measure the diameter of the irle passing through the3 points : Find the enter of the irle, then insert theompass anhor at the enter and adjust so that the tipreahes the three points as losely as possible. Draw theirle, and measure the diameter with a ruler. [Hint: Eu-lid Book IV Proposition 5: Extend the perpendiularbisetor of AB and AC until they interset at irle's en-ter.℄



52 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETfor the D12 engine into the Trajetory Constants table,enter RedDevil and EstesD12 for the Flight Combinationvalues, and make sure the initial veloity and height arezero. San through the numbers and hek that they makesense. Reord the Time, Veloity , and Height values atthe time the engine uts out. (Use the values from the rowafter the last non-zero thrust value, sine that is wherethe last non-zero thrust is used.)(b) Now, enter the Total Impulse and Average Thrust valuesfor the C6 engine into the Trajetory Constants table,enter RedPhoenix and EstesC6 for the Flight Combinationvalues, and enter the veloity and height you olleted inpart (a) for the initial veloity and height. Again, santhrough the numbers and hek that they make sense.Reord the apogee height and maximum veloity as resultsfor the two stage �ight. Sum the �rst stage engine ut-outtime and the seond stage apogee time as the �ight timefor the two stage �ight.9. In this exerise, we investigate measuring the �n diameter of a3-�n roket (assuming the �ns are the same size and symmet-rially spaed around the roket body). You'll need a ruler,a ompass that an open to 6 inhes, and a sheet of 8.5x11blank paper.(a) Mark out the equilateral triangle onsisting of the outerpoints of eah �n (marked A, B, and C). If you don't a-tually have suh a roket, you'll �rst have to onstrutan equalateral triangle as follows. Orient the paper so itis wider than tall, draw a point B on the paper about 2inhes from the left edge and an inh up from the bot-tom edge. Open the ompass to about 6 inhes, plaethe anhor at point B and with the ompass tip mark asmall ar to the right. Pik a point on the ar about aninh up from the bottom edgeand label it C. Without re-moving the ompass anhor, swing it up to make an arthat rosses half way between points B and C. To mark
DERIVED INPUTS 37equivalenes:

1 in = 2.54 cm

100 cm = 1mThese yield the following onversion fators:
1 =

2.54 cm

1 in
1 =

1m

100 cmwhih we multiply together to get the onversion fator forinhes to meters as:
2.54 cm

1 in
·

1m

100 cm
=

2.54m

100 inWe an easily do the math on the numeri part of this expres-sion, reduing it to 0.0254 by shifting the deimal point twoplaes to the left (one for eah fator of 10 in the denomina-tor). Now to onvert square inhes to square meters, we needto square the inhes-to-meters onversion fator: (0.0254)2.We use this in ombination with the drag area in square inhesin ell I6 to onstrut the formula for drag area in squaremeters: =I6*0.0254^2 (remember that exponentiation takespreedene over multipliation).Derived Trajetory InputsThese ells are more about seleting values than alulating them.They mainly extrat the pertinent roket properties from the ta-ble based on the name of the Roket Name in Flight Combinationsetion.Roket Mass (kg) A22. This ell is a ombination lookup andonversion. We look up the mass of the roket using the

vlookup()5 spreadsheet funtion. The v is for vertial (searh-ing aross rows, hlookup() searhes horizontally aross olumns).5vlookup for Gnumeri, VLOOKUP for both Mirosoft Exel and OpenO�e Cal. Forinformation on the available funtions, their parameters, or use, onsult the help feature ofyour spreadsheet.



38 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETThe parameters we'll use are as follows:

• Value to math. We want the input to ome from A11.However, we speify this ell using the absolute refer-ene $A$11 rather than the relative referene A11 (seeexerise 4). This is not ruial in this ontext, but is agood habit when referring to �xed-loation input ellsrather than row or olumn-relative intermediate alu-lation ells.
• Range of table ells. We'll speify the �xed-loationinput table using absolute referenes as: $A$6:$J$8.
• Column to selet. The table value we want is the Mass ,in the third olumn of the table, olumn C, so we usethe value: 3.

• Approximate? This is an optional true-or-false(boolean) parameter with 0 representing false, and 1representing true. We want an exat math, so we sup-ply the value 0 here.

• Return index? Again, this is an optional true-or-false(boolean) parameter that defaults to false, whih is justwhat we need. We won't even list the value so that wean export the spreadsheet in Exel format if we want.Finally, one we have the mass in grams from the RoketProperties table, we must multiply it by the onversion fa-tor 1 kg/1000 g to onvert it into kilograms (MKS units):=vlookup($A$11,$A$6:$J$8,3,0)/1000.Drag Coe�ient (unitless) A23. This is similar to the RoketMass above, the main di�erenes being that there is no on-version and rather than olumn C, this time we want the valuein olumn D: =vlookup($A$11,$A$6:$J$8,4,0).Drag Surfae Area (m^2) A24. Similar to the Drag Coe�ientabove, exept that rather than olumn D, this time we wantolumn J: =vlookup($A$11,$A$6:$J$8,10,0).

EXERCISES 51(g) Selet ell D3, drag the formula down to ell D6, andobserve the resulting values and formulas.(h) Selet ell D2, drag the formula down to ell D5, andobserve the resulting values and formulas.(i) Selet ells D4, D5, and D6 (D4:D6), drag the formulas toells E4:E6, and observe the resulting values and formulas.5. Create a spreadsheet to reprodue the trajetory alulationsas desribed in this hapter.6. Use the spreadsheet you onstruted in exerise 5 to �nd thee�et on apogee of +1% variation in the following parameters:(a) Total Impulse(b) Roket Mass() Drag Coe�ient(d) Drag Surfae Area(e) Air Density7. Extend the spreadsheet in exerise 5 by adding output ellsthat display the engine ut-o� time and the oast time.8. In this exerise, you estimate the trajetory of a multistageroket (a roket that has multiple parts, or stages, eah partwith its own engine), by adjusting the spreadsheet inputs.Stages are numbered in the order of �ring. Now, refer to thetable of Input Values on page 30. Use the RedPhoenix as theseond stage, and enter values for a new roket alled the Red-Devil that has the same properties as the RedPhoenix, exeptfor the inreased mass of 115 grams (total mass of 258 grams)for the �rst stage booster. Furthermore, assume that the Red-Devil will use an Estes D12-0 engine with 17 Newton-seondsof total impulse for the �rst stage, and an Estes C6-5 enginefor the seond stage.(a) First, enter the RedDevil properties into the Roket Prop-erties table, the Total Impulse and Average Thrust values



50 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETnumeri values are displayed.(b) Now left-lik on the olumn labelB , seletColumn Width,enter (or sroll to) the value 60, lik OK , and, again, no-tie how the display hanges.() Now left-lik on the olumn label B , selet Format Cells ,selet Numeri, sroll the Deimal plaes to 3, lik OK ,and notie how the display hanges.(d) Again, left-lik on the olumn label B , selet FormatCells , selet Numeri, this time sroll the Deimal plaesto 8, lik OK , and notie how the display hanges.(e) Finally, put the ursor over the dividing line between theolumn B and olumn C labels (it should beome a double-headed, horizontal arrow), left-lik and drag the size ofolumn B right about an inh. Notie how the displayhanges.4. Cell referene olumn letters and row numbers an be eitherrelative or absolute. The di�erene shows up when dragginga formula. A relative referene, suh as C3, when dragged:right will beome D3, left will beome B3, up will beome C2,and down will beome C4. The olumn letter, row number,or both may be made absolute by preeding it with a dollarsign ($). For example, $C$3 is an absolute referene thatwhen dragged does not hange. Try the following in a newspreadsheet:(a) Enter the value 5 in ell A1.(b) Enter the following values in ells B2:B6: 10, 10, 5, 17, 9.() Enter the following values in ells C2:C6: 10, 10, 10, 20,10.(d) Enter the following formula in ell D2: =$A$1+100*$B2/$C2.(e) Enter the following formula in ell D3: =$A$1+100*B3/C3.(f) Selet ells D2 and D3, drag the formulas to ells E2 andE3, and observe the resulting values and formulas.
TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS 39Trajetory CalulationsPrimarily, these ells ontain formulas to alulate the time-spei�trajetory estimate numeri values. For the purposes of this setion,let's assume that the trajetory alulations span the ell rangeA28:G1028 as follows:Time Thrust w/o Drag Drag w/Drag Veloity Height(s) (N) A(m/ss) (m/ss) A(m/ss) (m/s) (m)0.000 6.000 32.1514 0.0000 32.1514 0.0000 0.00000.010 6.000 32.1514 0.0000 32.1514 0.3215 0.00000.020 6.000 32.1514 -0.0007 32.1507 0.6430 0.00320.030 6.000 32.1514 -0.0027 32.1486 0.9645 0.0096... ... ... ... ... ... ...Notie that we have allotted 1001 rows for this table. Usinga time inrement of 0.01 seonds, this is about 10 seonds worthof trajetory information. That will be plenty for the exmples weexamine here in the text. To format your table to look like theone in this pamphlet, selet ells A28:B1028 and format them asnumbers with 3 deimal plaes, then selet ells C28:G1028 andformat them for 4 deimal plaes.Time (s) A28:A1028. It is traditional to start the launh at t=0,so enter 0 into ell A28. For the following ell, A29, we'lluse a formula that adds the Time Inrement to ell A28. Inthis formula, we'll need the referene to ell A29 to be rela-tive, but the referene to the time inrement to be absolute sothat when we drag the formula down the table, eah ell addsthe �xed-loation time inrement to the time value in the rowabove to get the urrent time. To get this to work, we enterthe following formula into ell A29: =A28+$F$13.Next, we'll drag the formula down the table to �ll olumn A.Put the ursor over ell A28 and left-lik it, then release it.Now, put the ursor over the square dot in the lower righthand orner of the box around ell A29, left-lik it and hold



40 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETthe lik while you drag the formula down the table. One theursor reahes the bottom of the visible ells, keep srollingand the pane should shift to allow the drag to proeed to newells. It is a bit triky to get the feeling for this, and it ismuh easier with a trak-ball than a mouse, but there is noproblem if you aidentally release the drag before you get tothe bottom of the table: just drag the last ell that was opieddown further in the same fashion.If everything worked, you should see the time inrementingdown olumn A by the time inrement in ell F13. Try hang-ing the Time Inrement trajetory onstant and verify thatthe entries in olumn A hange aordingly (then hange itbak).Thrust (N) B28:B1028. With our exeedingly simple model of aroket engine, we assume that at time zero the engine startssupplying its onstant thrust and ontinues to do so until allof its thrust is used up. One way to enter this into the spread-sheet is to use the Total Impulse (ell F14) and Average Thrust(ell F15) Trajetory Constants together with some logi in thefollowing form: if (time * average thrust) <= total_thrust,then supply average thrust, otherwise supply 0 thrust. Lukily,we an enter this into the �rst row thrust ell B28 almost as isusing the if() funtion: =if(A28*$F$15<=$F$14,$F$15,0).Notie that we use absolute referenes for the onstants and arelative referene for the time so that when we drag the for-mula down the table the onstant referenes remain �xed, butthe time is spei� to the row of the ell.Sroll the spreadsheet and verify the numbers in olumn B.You should see 6 in the olumns where time <= 1.5 seonds,and 0 for times greater. This should ontinue to be true evenif you hange the Time Inrement . On the other hand, if youhange the Average Thrust to 11 what happens?Aeleration without Drag (m/ss) C28:C1028. Without drag,this is the simpli�ed expression for aeleration we found in
EXERCISES 49referene as follows. Move bak to the B4 ell using theup arrow key, then start to enter the formula by pressingthe �=� key. This time, type in the letters for the funtionaverage, then press the �(� key to start the parameter list.Now use the up-arrow key twie to move to ell B2, thenpress and hold the <shift> key, then press the down-arrowkey to move to ell B3. Notie that the entry area abovethe ells ontains the value �=average(B2:B3�. Finally,press the �)� key, and the <enter> key to omplete theformula. Notie that the ell displays the average of thetwo values. Move bak to the B4 ell using the up arrowkey. Notie that the formula is now: �=average(B2:B3)�.2. This exerise shows one advantage to using the average()spreadsheet funtion. Perform eah part of exerise 1 above,with the following exeption: after eah of the parts above,repeat the these ations:(a) After entering eah formula, insert a row between the twovalues in ells B2 and B3 by: left-liking on the row 3number on the left-hand side of the ells, and seletingInsert Row(s).(b) Next enter the value 12.75 into the new ell B3 and observethe e�et on the ell ontaining the average. Is the averagevalue orret for the three numbers?() Finally, delete the row by: left-liking on the row 3 num-ber on the left-hand side of the ells, and seleting DeleteRow(s), and again observe the e�et on the ell ontainingthe average.Why might you want to use the average() funtion ratherthan ode the arithmeti expression yourself?3. This exerise gives you some pratie adjusting the display ofnumeri values.(a) Start with a new spreadsheet and enter the following val-ues in ells B2, B3, and B4: 1.5, 2, =1/3. Notie how the



48 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETExerises1. In this exerise you reate a spreadsheet that averages 2 valuesin various ways. To start, enter the following values into ellsB2 and B3: 13.5 and 15.75.(a) Enter the formula diretly in ell B4: =(B2+B3)/2.Notie that the ell displays the average of the two values.(b) Enter the formula using the arrow keys to seletell referenes as follows. Move bak to ell B4 with theup arrow key. Start the formula by pressing the �=� key,then the �(� key. Now, enter the ell referenes by usingthe up arrow key twie (until the B2 ell is highlighted),pressing the �+� key, then the down arrow key (until theB3 ell is highlighted), then follow with the �)� key, the�/� key, the �2� key, and the <enter> key. Notie thatthe ell displays the average of the two values. Move bakto the B4 ell using the up-arrow key. Notie that theformula is the same as in part (a).() Enter a formula using the sum() spreadsheet fun-tion using the arrow keys to selet a ell rangereferene as follows. Move bak to the B4 ell using theup arrow key, then start to enter the formula by pressingthe �=� key. This time, type in the letters for the funtion�sum�, then press the �(� key to start the parameter list.Now use the up arrow key twie to move to ell B2, thenpress and hold the <shift> key, then press the down-arrowkey to move to ell B3. Notie that the entry area abovethe ells ontains the value �=sum(B2:B3�. Finally, pressthe �)� key, the �/� key, the �2� key, and the <enter>key to omplete the formula. Notie that the ell displaysthe average of the two values. Move bak to the B4 ellusing the up-arrow key. Notie that the formula is now:=sum(B2:B3)/2.(d) Enter a formula using the average() spreadsheetfuntion using the arrow keys to selet a ell range
TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS 41hapter 1: Fe/m − g. We have the engine Thrust in olumnB, the Roket Mass in A22, and Gravitational Aeleration inF12, so our formula for ell C28 is easy: =B28/$A$22-$F$12.Now drag the formula down the table, and sroll through thespreadsheet to verify the numbers. Just to be sure, hange theroket mass and verify that the numbers hange as expeted(then hange it bak).Drag (m/ss) D28:D1028. This is the most ompliated formulaof the table, not just beause it has many omponents, butalso beause there is a ertain logial problem that must beavoided or we'll end up with what is known as a irular ref-erene. A irular referene is the spreadsheet equivalentof an in�nite loop in programming. The problem is that wemust alulate the drag using the veloity. However we alu-late the veloity using the aeleration, whih inludes drag.So where do we start, and when do we stop? Like many subtlethings, the timing is ruial!Here is the way we'll break it down. We alulate the entriesin a row for a given time as an estimate of the onditions thatwill exist at the spei�ed time. In order to get to get the newestimates, we use the values from the previous row as ondi-tions that are true and onstant right up until the time of theurrent row . This is not exatly a valid assumption, but isloser to being true with smaller and smaller time inrements.Let's see how this works. Using a Time Inrement of 0.01seonds, to get the Veloity inrement for time 0.51, we usethe Aeleration at time 0.50 multiplied by 0.01. Similarly, toalulate the Drag at time 0.51, we use the Veloity at time0.50 that we assume is in e�et right up to the time 0.51.Now let's ode this into the spreadsheet. We'll enter a zero inell D28, and then �nd a formula for ell D29 that uses theVeloity in row 28. The formula will give the magnitude of thevalue in our expression for drag that we alulated in hapter



42 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEET2: ρ(h)CDAv
2/2m. We'll deal with the minus sign shortly.In the mean time we just start plugging in ell referenes forvalues, being areful to use absolute referenes for onstantsand a relative referene for veloity:$F$11*$A$23*$A$24*F28*F28/(2*$A$22).One �nal ompliation is fat that the drag opposes the ve-loity (whih is not just a number, but a number and a di-retion). This means that whatever the sign of the veloity,the drag must have the opposite sign. Lukily, this is an issuewhih has ome up in spreadsheets before and so there is afuntion sign() whih returns the sign of a quantity as +1 forpositive values, -1 for negative values and 0 for zero. Usingthis, we an get the opposite sign of Veloity in ell F28 as:-sign(F28). So we end up with our formula in ell D29 as:=-sign(F28)*$F$11*$A$23*$A$24*F28*F28/(2*$A$22).Again, drag the formula down the table. Right now, all thevalues will be 0, sine we have not entered values for Veloityyet. However, one we do establish the Veloity values, srollthrough the spreadsheet to hek that the Drag numbers makesense. Chek to see what happens if you hange the Drag Co-e�ient , the Number of Fins , or Body Diameter , but be sureto hange them bak.Aeleration with Drag (m/ss) E28:E1028. Now that we haveboth Aeleration without Drag and Drag taken are of, it is aneasy matter to add them together with a formula for ell E28as: =C28+D28. Drag the formula down the table. With zerovalues in the Drag olumn, the numbers should be the sameas for Aeleration without Drag . One we establish values forVeloity , ome bak and hek these values.Veloity (m/s) F28:F1028. Similar to Drag above, we'll alu-late the veloity for a spei� time using the previous row'sentries. This will work only for the seond and subsequentveloities. We'll enter 0 in ell F28 (see Initial Conditions on

DEBUGGING 47Time Thrust w/o Drag Drag w/Drag Veloity Height(s) (N) A(m/ss) (m/ss) A(m/ss) (m/s) (m)0.000 6.000 32.1514 0.0000 32.1514 0.0000 0.00000.010 6.000 32.1514 0.0000 32.1514 0.3215 0.00000.020 6.000 32.1514 -0.0007 32.1507 0.6430 0.00320.030 6.000 32.1514 -0.0027 32.1486 0.9645 0.0096... ... ... ... ... ... ...1.480 6.000 32.1514 -11.3142 20.8372 41.4630 32.63951.490 6.000 32.1514 -11.4295 20.7219 41.6714 33.05421.500 0.000 -9.8066 -11.5446 -21.3513 41.8786 33.47091.510 0.000 -9.8066 -11.6597 -21.4664 41.6651 33.8897... ... ... ... ... ... ...4.720 0.000 -9.8066 -0.0004 -9.8070 0.1320 92.29984.730 0.000 -9.8066 -0.0001 -9.8068 0.0339 92.30124.740 0.000 -9.8066 -0.0003 -9.8067 -0.0642 92.30154.750 0.000 -9.8066 -0.0001 -9.8066 -0.1622 92.30084.760 0.000 -9.8066 0.0000 -9.8065 -0.2603 92.29924.770 0.000 -9.8066 0.0000 -9.8062 -0.3584 92.29664.780 0.000 -9.8066 0.0002 -9.8058 -0.4564 92.29304.790 0.000 -9.8066 0.0005 -9.8053 -0.5545 92.2885... ... ... ... ... ... ...



46 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETode. Familiarity gets in the way of seeing what is atually written,and intent gets in the way of seeing what is really spei�ed. Ifyou an, get someone else to take a look at your formulas. Thiseven works well if the person heking does not know what youare alulating (as long as they ask lots of questions and make youexplain why you used the formulas you did).These tips may ome in handy:

• Verify the formulas by: seleting the ell with the formula,plaing the ursor at the end of the formula in the entry bar atthe top of the page, and step through the formula with the leftarrow key. As you do, Gnumeri will highlight the boundaryin red of eah ell that is referened when the ursor is on theell referene. Exel will highlight all of the ell boundarieswith di�erent olors. This will help you visually verify thatyou have the ells you intended.

• Fous your attention on key plaes where you know either whatthe values should be, or what things are likely to go wrong.
• Use a alulator to hek the numeri value of a ell you sus-pet is wrong, and trae the error bak to either the formula,spreadsheet funtion, or one of the ells being referened. Thisis a tehnique known as error identi�ation.
• Break down ompliated formulas into simpler ones that anbe more easily heked by adding olumns of ells to help trakintermediate values.Here are some key numbers that may help you hek that yourspreadsheet is working like mine. If you �nd a problem with mynumbers, let me know!

TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS 43page 33), then enter a formula into ell F29 and drag it downthe table. The formula will multiply the onstant Time Inre-ment by the previous row's Aeleration with Drag and add itto the previous row's Veloity : =$F$13*E28+F28.You should now be able to verify that the veloity inreasessteadily to the point at whih the engine uts out, and thensteadily dereases beoming negative at the apogee. You shouldalso be able to verify that the drag beomes more negative asthe veloity inreases, goes to zero at apogee, and then be-omes positive as the veloity beomes negative, inreasing asthe veloity beomes more and more negative.Height (m) G28:G1028. Similar to Veloity , we'll alulate theHeight for a spei� Time using the previous row's entries.Again, this will only work for the seond and subsequent Ve-loity entries. We'll enter 0 in ell G28 (see Initial Conditionson page 33), then enter a formula6 into ell G29 and drag itdown the table. The formula will multiply the onstant TimeInrement by the previous row's Veloity and add it to theprevious row's Height : =$F$13*F28+G28.You should now be able to verify that the height inreases tothe point at whih the veloity beomes negative (apogee) andappears to hange very slowly there due to the small veloitiesnear apogee.
6Did anyone notie that you an just drag the formula for the �rst alulation of veloityfrom ell F29 to the �rst alulated ell for height G29 rather than typing it all in andpossibly making a mistake?



44 CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATE VIA SPREADSHEETOutput CellsThese ells ollet some of the most interesting information fromthe trajetory alulations.Trajetory Estimates92.3015 Apogee(m) 302.8264 (ft)4.7400 Apogee(s)41.8786 Max Veloity (m/s) 93.6797 (mph)Apogee (m) F22. It is easy to searh the Height olumn for thelargest value using the spreadsheet max() funtion:=max(G28:G1028).Apogee (ft) I22. To onvert meters to feet (see exerise 1 hapter2) we multiply by the onversion fator 100/(2.54 · 12):=$F$22*100/(2.54*12).Apogee (s) F23. This formula is ompliated by a ouple of newfuntions: match() and index(). We �rst use math to �ndthe index of the apogee within the trajetory table's Heightolumn via: math($F$22,G28:G1028,0).The third parameter, 0, spei�es that we want an exat math.We then use the index value returned by match() to look upthe orresponding Time value in olumn A using the index()funtion: =index(A28:A1028,math($F$22,G28:G1028,0)).Maximum Veloity (m/s) F24. Searh the Veloity olumn forthe largest value: =max(F28:F1028).Maximum Veloity (mph) I24. Convert meters per seond tomiles per hour (see exerise 1 hapter 2):=$F$24*60*60*100/(2.54*12*5280).

DEBUGGING 45DebuggingWith luk, this hapter has given you enough guidane to startautomating roket trajetory estimate alulations. However, whendealing with a omputer, you ome fae to fae with the potentialfor frustrating problems ommuniating in an exquisitely limitedand restrited language. If you get one tiny, little, thing, wrong,... the spreadsheet may not understand what you mean, and maynot even be able to point you in the right diretion7. In the worstase, it will not even tell you there is a problem, and you'll goabout your business of assuming that the numbers showing up inyour spreadsheet are orret.There are steps you an take to assure yourself that the spread-sheet really is doing what you want, but it takes some extra workand patiene. Essentially, you hek and test that everything isworking as designed. I've inluded veri�ation steps to take as youbuild the spreadsheet , but you an use the same steps even one thespreadsheet is built. However, it is easier to hek things as you go.One vluable tool at your disposal is that you have in this pam-phlet the numbers for the alulations as they should be. You anuse them to hek your own spreadsheet by plugging them in andhek that you get the outputs listed here. This is one of the mostbasi testing strategies: use a known on�guration as a test aseand hek against an expeted output.Another strategy that is used is a ode walk-through. In ourase the omputer ode is not only the set of spreadsheet formulas ,but also where in the spreadsheet the formulas are plaed . Use thespreadsheet program itself to view the formulas behind the numbersand visually verify that they make sense. It is usually the ase thatthe person who wrote the ode is not the best person to hek the7When omputers were onstruted with eletro-mehanial relays, bugs (�ying insets)ould, hypothetially, �y around and be trapped by a losing relay arm, preventing eletrialurrent �ow and a resulting mistake in omputer funtion. Computing errors ame to beknown as bugs, and the terminology stuk. Removing mistakes, of ourse, is ommonlyknown as debugging.


